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1 Introduction

Some words on the motivation of this work, structure, methods, etc.

From Fontana:

Phenotype refers to the physical, organizational and behavioral expression of an organism during its lifetime. Genotype refers to a heritable repository of information that instructs the production of molecules whose interactions, in conjunction with the environment, generate and maintain the phenotype. The processes linking genotype to phenotype are known as development. They intervene in the genesis of phenotypic novelty from genetic mutation. Evolutionary trajectories therefore depend on development. In turn, evolutionary processes shape development, creating a feed-back known as evodevo.
2 A review on Genotype-Phenotype maps

2.1 Genotype-Phenotype-fitness maps

The process in which the phenotype of an organism is decoded from its genotype is poorly understood because of the complexity of interactions and control mechanisms in several distinct levels. To investigate general features of this map is one of the most demanding tasks in theoretical biology. One approach widely developed (e.g. Schuster, 2002) is the analysis of mathematical models directed both to the study of evolutionary processes and to the reproduction of existing living systems.

In order to attain this, any comprehensive theory of evolution must handle the phenotype as an integral part of the model. Genotype-phenotype maps should be introduced in a formal mathematical way in response to this requirement. Mathematical functions will assign one phenotype to each genotype in the genotype space; the inverse may not be true, having many-to-one maps where one phenotype may be produced by many genotypes.

This unique assignment of phenotypes to genotypes, however, is an approximation of real biological systems. Phenotypes are not exclusively determined by genotypes, since environmental factors and epigenetic effects are also relevant.

In order to complete evolutionary dynamics the fitness relevant properties have to be extracted from the phenotype. There are many different ways to assign a fitness value to a given genotype. One class of models uses direct random or nonrandom model assignments of fitness values to genotypes (Tarazona, 1992). A second and more realistic way of doing this is to use a two-step relation with the phenotypes as intermediate states.

Both steps can be expressed in mathematical terms. The first one as a function $f$, from the genotype $G$ to the phenotype $P$, $G \xrightarrow{f} P$, or if the environmental effects $E$ are taken into account, or two genomes combine to create a single phenotype, this scheme becomes $GxE \xrightarrow{f} P$ and $G_1 \times G_2 \xrightarrow{f} P$. And the second one $P \xrightarrow{g} F$ as a function from the phenotype to the fitness value $F$ (usually the set of real numbers but where many variations are possible) which may consist of the aptitude of a single individual in a given environment or the complex set of interactions between several species coevolving in the same scenario each one
with a given fitness which is modified by the interactions. It is also possible to take into account environmental changes by means of time dependent mappings.

Regardless the large variety of genotype-phenotype maps and the corresponding fitness functions, some regularities might be encountered in all kinds. If there are generic features in this mappings, the main goal of the study depends on the success to find a suitable model and an experimental system to which it applies and where further generalizations are possible.

It has been proposed ([Kauffman, 1993]) that genotype-phenotype-fitness maps must be highly non-linear. One reason to believe this is that linear systems would stop evolving when local peaks are found since small perturbations in linear systems are reflected also as small changes in phenotype. It is also clear that linear systems are less able to react to changing conditions, therefore fluctuating environments would lead in most cases to the extinction of entire populations.

A common way of studying this characteristics is through the modeling of evolving populations. The importance of this method resides in the fact that selection does not act on genes but on organisms. “Organisms are the ones that make the struggling out there. If organisms could be described as the additive accumulation of what their genes are, then you could say that organisms are representing their genes, but they’re not.” ([Brockman, 1995]). Interactions among gene products result in emergent characteristics which are only possible when all the elements are present and the control mechanisms are acting on them. The result is high non-linearity from the individual genes to the final outcome. Only
through this interactions is the organism realized. There is no decomposition of
the living system in independent gene products, therefore, reduction of the pro-
cess to the understanding of low-level entities alone is not possible. These features
are invisible until the process reaches the next level of organization and emergent
properties appear.

The high non-linearity of these maps is at the same time cause of the interesting
behavior we observe and a reason for the difficulty to understand the processes
behind them. As Bak says in [Bak, 1996]:

...we may be dealing with highly non linear systems in which there is
no simple way (or no way at all) to predict emergent behavior.

Even when there are cases, usually in the small scales, that are better understood,
we cannot extrapolate from the microscopic scale (which could work under the
laws of Darwinian evolution) to the macroscopic scale (which present extinctions
and punctuated evolution that is impossible to predict from the microevolutionary
theory). In [Simpson, 1944], Simpson argues in this direction that

Geneticists can explain what happens to a population in controlled
conditions and short time scales but not over large periods and fluc-
tuating environments.

When regarding the problem as a system of entire populations, isolated sub-
populations may present not-representative fractions of the genes in the entire
populations. Therefore, evolutionary dynamics may lead to the displaying of all
alternative alleles for a gene by chance or random drift.

Another way of approaching the problem is through the study of precise map-
pings from a given genotype to the corresponding phenotype. Development is the
process through which the phenotype is created. From the genetic information
to the actual organism, many regulatory steps, influenced by the environment,
are realized to give rise to the final shape of the phenotype. Nevertheless, plas-
ticity may bring further changes in this phenotype by reacting to changes in the
environment and activating translation and transcription of the genome. This is
one of the most important characteristics of living cells: its capacity to receive
impulses from the environment and react to them. Simple systems, as those in
the molecular level, can fairly express this kind of behavior, while higher organizations, like those found in living organisms are not only capable but forced to develop this skill in order to survive. To follow all the steps from the reading of the information until the end product is almost impossible given the large amount of components in play and the even larger number of interactions among them. Various attempts of simplified models are being tried before and computational tools are being every time more important in this task (cite CelloS and regulatory networks and Maree).

2.2 Characteristics of the genotype-phenotype map

2.2.1 Neutrality

Neutrality is the property of a map to allow mutations in the genotype without changing the correspondent phenotype. Mutations of this type give rise to neutral nets, that is, sets of all possible genotypes which have the same phenotype as image under the map. These networks can be connected through neutral neighbors, i.e. genotypes which differ by applying one time the mutational operator. The number of connected components and qualities of the net depend on the properties of the map [Reidys et al., 1997].

According to the neutral theory of evolution developed by Kimura, a large portion of all mutations is neutral and only a small fraction is actually beneficial [Kimura, 1983]. This results in redundant maps where many genotypes code for identical phenotypes, i.e. many-to-one maps. “Selectively neutral genetic variations” may be responsible for most part of the evolution by random drift.

The benefit of neutrality is the increase of possibilities for a search algorithm to find a superior phenotype and without getting trapped in a local optimum [Ebner et al., 2001b]. There are two basic properties which help in the search for improvement: since the population is allowed to move inside the neutral networks without changing the phenotype, the individuals are spread along the network whenever a local optimum is found. In case the fitness landscape changes generating better optima, the population has more possibilities to find these genotypes in small radios around any of the particular individuals. It is also important to notice that even when neutral mutations leave the phenotype unchanged, it is possible that interactions among species will be modified because of a neutral
2.2 Characteristics of the genotype-phenotype map

Another characteristic of these maps is that they allow random drift in sequence space. This allows the population to explore larger areas of the genotype space. However, given that this drift is random, there are no forces acting on the population which pushes it towards zones of larger evolvability. Ebner et al. [Ebner et al., 2001a] have shown that highly redundant mappings increase evolvability, defined as the ability of random variations to sometimes produce improvement in a population of coevolving species. It is clear then, that characteristics such as evolvability depend strongly in the neutrality of a map. Other research approaches exploring the effects of redundancy include the work of Barnett [Barnett, 1997], who introduced redundancy into kauffman’s NK fitness landscapes and analyzed population dynamics on these static fitness landscapes.

It is crucial to note that not all mappings have the right type of redundancy. Redundancy without extensive and highly interwined neutral networks simply slow the rate of finding adaptive mutations because of the random drift and the difficult accessibility from one neutral net to the other [Ebner et al., 2001b].

The most important global characterization of neutral networks is its average fraction of neutral neighbors, usually called the (degree of) neutrality. Neglecting the influence of the distribution of neutral sequences over sequence space, the degree of neutrality will increase with size of the pre-image. Generic properties of neutral networks [Reidys et al., 1997] are readily derived by means of a random graph model.
2.2 Characteristics of the genotype-phenotype map

2.2.2 Phenotypic plasticity

Phenotypic plasticity is any change in an organism’s characteristics in response to an environmental signal. These responses are stimulated by signals from the environment, having as a result the change in protein production, physiological activity, growth or behavior. Whatever the type of impulse and response, signals must be internally processed in the level of cells. As an hypothesis of how this works, Schlichting and Smith in [Schlichting & Smith, 2002] propose that these changes are produced by different regimes of gene expression, no matter in which level the response occurs.

Metamorphosis is a differentiation event which is usually triggered by an external event but mediated and realized by a change in the internal behavior. Many traits may be involved in a single event thus coordination among these is necessary in order to obtain the right response. It may also occur that metamorphosis is activated by a threshold in a single impulse from the environment. Once the crucial level is surpassed, the rest of the activity is mediated via concomitant changes in gene expression and the interaction between their products [Schlichting & Smith, 2002].

It is clear that phenotypic plasticity is selected in response to a variable environment. A phenotype with the possibility to transform in the fittest option every time a change in the conditions occur, will be favored among those who stay with the same shape or behavior.

Survival of a whole population can be assured by a high plasticity of their individuals or by a high variation among the genotypes of the population. If many individuals exist which are not optimal in all conditions, but can adapt to any change in the environment that may occur, this increase the probability of the survival of at least a part of the whole. This of course brings selection to a different level, one acting in the totality of genotypes in the population, and the other in the capacity of a single individual to adapt in a life time.

If an individual presents high plasticity, genotypic variation is kept hidden from selection, since external conditions wont lead to the organism’s death. Thanks to this, further improvements can be achieved by accumulating mutations which are at first not under the pressure of selection.

Plasticity is a characteristic of the genotype-phenotype map which is selected
from other variants as a fitter option among the rest. Nevertheless, development events responding to external or internal conditions must anyway be controlled by the genetic network and the correspondent interactions among products. This means that, the result of any change in phenotype resulting from impulses in the organisms reflects the intrinsic relation between the genotype-phenotype map and its relation to the environment. It is meaningless to study the relationship between genotype and phenotype without the environmental context [Schlichting & Pigliucci, 1998].

The mechanisms which promote plasticity are very abundant at the molecular-genetic level, due to the large plurality that exists in molecular reactions. Thousands of genes are interconnected between each other through their products and the reactions amongst them. Environmental signals also affect the way genes are expressed, having information traveling through several layers in both directions. The complexity of these systems is possible only because of the flexibility and multiplicity of the processes involved. Plasticity allows the organisms to explore the possible control mechanisms and find the best without reducing the already attained fitness.

As a direct consequence of all this, any theory looking for evolutionary algorithms should provide the system with enough plurality and a way to control and drive the process of selection (e.g. via canalization).

### 2.2.3 Evolvability and variability

The evolvability of a system (or organism) depends crucially on the genotype-phenotype map. Evolvability is understood as the capacity of the system to vary. The existence of possible adaptive mutations is originated by the mutational operator as well as the relation between genome and phenotype [Wagner & Altenberg, 1996].

It is important to point out that not every genetic system with its correspondent genotype-phenotype map is able to produce beneficial mutations. Therefore, it is valid to ask how an evolvable genome appeared in the first place and how does a map like this evolves. The thesis of Wagner and Altenberg is that the map itself is under genetic control as well as the outcome and the resulting phenotype.

Two concepts must be defined in this framework. Variation of the phenotype is
the actual difference between phenotypes, usually reflected among populations or species. Variation in the genome is produced primary by errors in the copying process. Depending on the genotype-phenotype map, these changes may not be expressed as variation in the phenotype. Neutrality is partly responsible for this as well as interactions between organisms and environmental factors shaping the phenotype. Variability, on the other hand, is the intrinsic capacity of the phenotype to change, belonging to the group of “dispositional” characteristics [Goodman, 1955]. It is more difficult to measure variability than variation since the first implies a process while the second is a fixed characteristic for a given population.

The genotype phenotype map constraints the possible outcomes from the variation in the genome. If fitness is understood as reproduction rate, then the fittest individuals are those more varied. This implies that a perturbation won't bring down the whole construct achieved by evolution. In mathematical terms, this can be rephrased as a dynamical system having a stable attractor. The question here is how is the process of mutation and selection capable of escaping these stable peaks. "Strong causality" is the characteristic of a system by which small changes in the parameters are reflected as small changes in the system performance.

The rate by which fitter adaptations are produced depends on the genetic mutation rate and the correlation with their possibility of generating fitter offspring.

### 2.3 Fitness landscapes

Fitness landscapes were first introduced by Wright in 1963 [Wright, 1963], with the idea of a assigning fitness values to every possible genome in a population and studying the characteristics of the resulting configuration. A landscape can be thought of as a kind of “potential function” underlying the dynamics of evolutionary optimization. Implicit in this idea is both a fitness function that assigns a fitness value to every possible genotype (or organism), and the arrangement of the set of genotypes in some kind of abstract space that describes how easily or frequently one genotype is reached from another one [Stadler, 2002].

In combinatorial optimization the fitness function is usually referred to as the cost function, and a move-set allows to inter-convert the elements of the search space. The application of evolutionary models to combinatorial optimization problems
has lead to the design of so-called evolutionary algorithms such as Genetic Algorithms, Evolution Strategies, and Genetic Programming [Koza, 1994].

In this contribution, the genotype space is always the set of RNA sequences of different lengths; the move-set consists of point mutations which are introduced in the copying process and several genotype-phenotype maps are studied. A detailed description of the characteristics of these maps is presented in the next chapter.

The intuitive notion of ruggedness is closely related to the difficulty of optimizing (or adapting) on a given landscape. It depends obviously on both the fitness function and the geometry of the search space, which is induced by the search process. Understanding the geometric features of landscapes is of crucial importance when studying evolutionary processes and the capacity of a given population under certain phenotype-genotype map to attain fitter phenotypes. Characteristics as mountain massifs, valleys, basins, peaks, plains and ridges in multidimensional combinatorial objects may look quite different from our 3D experience and oftentimes require a mathematical description in terms of algebraic combinatorics rather than calculus.

Landscapes can also be studied from a dynamical point of view, focusing on the features of a dynamical system, for instance an evolving population, that uses the landscape as its substrate. The challenge for a theory of landscapes is therefore to link these two points of views, for instance by determining how geometric properties influence the dynamical behavior.

It is worth mentioning that even when evolution is often view as a climbing
process in fitness landscapes, evolution is not about an increase in complexity or a race towards a predefined goal [Brockman, 1995]. The pathways followed by evolving populations may not be the most advantageous but the most easily reachable.

2.4 Regulatory networks

The picture long time accepted of one gene - one trait in genotype-phenotype maps has been dramatically changed thanks in part to the discovery of the very complex and interconnected networks between gene products. The regulation of gene expression is one of the most complex and fascinating problems in biology [Reil, 2000]. The importance of regulatory networks in gene expression was noticed when the Human Genome Project released the results on the number of genes found in organisms considered “complex”. The number of genes on D. melanogaster is not significantly smaller than those in human or C. elegans. It is then easy to imply that the complexity of higher eukaryote is not due to an increase on the number of genes but rather to the complexification of the regulating networks [Geard & Wiles, 2003].

However, complexity in networks can be easily pushed towards chaos if the connectivity is increased [Kauffman, 1993] and the number of necessary regulatory genes required scales quadratically with the number of genes regulated [Croft et al., 2003].

With the technological advances providing information about the decoding of the genome, the challenge lies in integrating this vast amount of information in order to extract principles and paradigms that might help us understand gene regulation on a level above the molecular.

Gene expression is the process of reading and interpreting a given stretch of DNA to make a functioning protein. In principle, control of gene expression can take place at any of the intermediate stages:

- 1) transcription
- 2) RNA processing
- 3) mRNA transport
4) mRNA degradation, and
5) protein activity.

In practice, however, transcriptional control constitutes the most important level of gene regulation. A typical eukaryotic gene is structured as depicted in Fig. 4.

![Typical eukaryotic gene diagram](image)

Figure 4: Typical eukaryotic gene: Regulatory regions may be found up or downstream from the coding region of a gene. Specific proteins control the transcription rate of the coding region into mRNA.

Its most important components are the coding region (coding for the protein), the promoter (at which RNA polymerase docks to read the coding sequence - a process called transcription), and various regulatory sequences. The regulatory sequences serve as binding sites for gene regulatory proteins (transcription factors), whose presence on the DNA affects the rate of transcription initiation. These sequences can be located not only adjacent to the promoter, but also far upstream - and even downstream - of it. As proteins, transcription factors are themselves subject to the gene regulatory processes outlined above. It follows that gene expression control systems typically take the form of networks of transcription factors that regulate each other Fig. 5.

A simplified model of gene regulation was proposed by Jacob and Monod in 1961 [Jacob & Monod, 1961]. The operon model consists of two classes of genes, the “structural” class, which encode the protein that play some function in the metabolism of the cell; and, the “regulatory” class encoding for proteins which regulate the rate of transcription of other genes as transcription factors (TFs).

Large gene networks are increasingly thought of as being built from smaller sub-networks modules. It is thus important to understand the structure and dynamics of small functional building blocks [François & Hakim, 2004].
Networks can be induced to switch between different states, oscillate or simply rest in a fixed state. This behavior depends on the quantitative and qualitative interactions between its components. Important examples in biology are found to switch between two stable states triggered by external influence [Widder, 2003].

To attain this behavior, repression described by simple Michaelis-Menten kinetics is not sufficient to produce a working switch, and high-order Hill functions are required with, for instance, protein dimers or higher multimers interacting with DNA. When considering an existing gene network or the design of a new one, it would be useful to know whether a bistable switch can be made only out of two mutually repressing transcription factors or whether other interaction networks, less easily conceived, could serve the same purpose, perhaps even in a better and more robust way [Cherry & Adler, 2000].

In [François & Hakim, 2004], François and Hakim present an algorithm capable of creating a variety of small networks which behave in a prescribed manner. The design of the different networks is found via an evolutionary algorithm, while the only imposition is the search for bistable switches and oscillating networks. An important result from this study is the crucial use of post transcriptional interactions, in fact, the behavior of the networks could not be understood from the transcriptional interactions alone. It is also of great importance the diversity of motives found by the algorithm. Simple architectures were already proposed for this kind of behavior, nevertheless, in some cases the result of the simulations reflected more stability and robustness than in the simple predefined networks.

Another remark on regulation regards the importance of RNA as a principal player in this process. Large amount of DNA which was before thought as “junk” DNA has been recently found to contain noncoding regions transcribed into
RNAs, same that if damaged produce problems in development. This suggests that the specific content of this “junk” DNA is significant. The RNA molecules although not transcribed play an important role in regulation [Ambros, 2000]. A large quantity of RNA is transcribed from the genome, and only a small fraction of this is mRNA that will be translated into proteins. Since noncoding regions and introns are characteristic from higher order organisms, it has been proposed that regulatory RNA may be at the base of the regulation processes and a necessary characteristic for complexity and diversity as found in eukaryote [Mattick, 1994].

In order to study the evolution, characteristics and behavior of regulatory networks two approaches can be distinguished: a generative approach, which tries to infer principles and rules from theoretical and computational models that are constructed with no particular model system in mind; and, an analytic approach, in which a particular, known, gene regulation system is modeled. It is clear that most of the studies lay somewhere between these two categories [Reil, 2000].

2.5 Intro from Hyper paper

Complexity of the living organisms we know nowadays makes it too difficult to understand the main features of genotype-phenotype maps. Therefore, answers to this question may be found in the studies of origin of life and the theories around them.

It is clear from what is known from molecular evolution, genetics, gene regulation and development, that the step from molecular systems to living beings is one of the most striking and intellectually demanding questions in biology. Linking these two levels and defining the moment where life can be called that, has been approached from many points of view, ranging from the origins of life to the search of a simplified cell which is fully understood.

The studies of molecular evolution set the scenario for one of the most accepted theories on origins of life. The RNA World hypothesis [Gilbert, 1986, Gesteland & Atkins, 1993] proposes a self-contained biochemical system preceding the origin of modern cellular life-forms, in which RNA molecules act both as genetic material and as enzymes [Orgel, 1998]. The possibility of an RNA World depends on the capability of the RNA molecules to catalyze the chemical reactions necessary to replicate RNAs [Bartel & Unrau, 1999]. This scenario
is supported both by the wide range of catalytic activities that can be realized by relatively small ribozymes [Illangasekare & Yarus, 1999, Johnston et al., 2001, Joyce, 2002, Lee et al., 2000, Unrau & Bartel, 1998], and by the usage of RNA catalysis at crucial points in modern cells [Jeffares et al., 1998, Doudna & Cech, 2002, Moore & Steitz, 2002]. Plausible ribozyme catalyzed pathways for a late-stage ribo-organism are discussed in [Joyce, 2002], the role and evolution of co-enzymes in a putative RNA world is explored in [Jadhav & Yarus, 2002]. While the template-induced synthesis of oligonucleotides from smaller oligonucleotide precursors was successfully demonstrated in the laboratory [von Kiedrowski, 1986, von Kiedrowski et al., 1989, Sievers & von Kiedrowski, 1994, Wlotzka & McCaskill, 1997], it seems impossible to replicate longer sequences without an enzyme [Orgel, 1998]. Approaches to engineering a ribozyme-riboplace have been very promising [James & Ellington, 1999, Johnston et al., 2001, Paul & Joyce, 2003]. These experiments show that self-replication is most likely within the catalytic repertoire of nucleic acids [McGinness & Joyce, 2003]. So far, however, they have not resulted in an RNA ribozyme that can catalyze its own replication with an efficiency that could have sustained a genetic system on the early Earth.

A central issue in models of prebiotic evolution is the integration of information that is necessary to bridge the gap between a simple system of replicating molecules and the complexity of a modern cell [Eigen & Schuster, 1979, Kauffman, 1993]. The template length is limited by the accuracy of the replication mechanism, which is necessarily error-prone due to mutations [Eigen, 1971]. In principle the error threshold can be circumvented by evolving more accurate replicases that could be encoded by longer sequences [Scheuring et al., 2003, Poole et al., 1999, Szabó et al., 2002]. Such a bootstrapping mechanism, however, requires a functional replicase-ribozyme to start with. By comparison with known ribozymes such a molecule would probably be about 100nt long, while the current limit for non-catalyzed replication is less than 20nt.

An alternative mechanism that allows the accumulation of heritable information is the cooperation of self-replicators, introduced in the Hypercycle model [Eigen & Schuster, 1979]. It was soon noticed, however, that hypercycles and similar models are vulnerable to various kinds of parasites in homogeneous solution [Maynard Smith, 1979, Bresch et al., 1980]. Not surprisingly, the number of coupled replicators increases only very slowly in models of self-replicators with

The shape of the fitness function, and more generally the accessibility of mutants from a given population, crucially influences the dynamics of evolution [Schuster et al., 1994, Fontana & Schuster, 1998, Stadler et al., 2001a]. In the case of RNA it has been demonstrated that the genotype-phenotype is dominated by so-called neutral networks that percolate through sequence space, thereby allowing efficient exploration by means of neutral drift confined to the neutral networks [Schuster et al., 1994, Huynen et al., 1996, Huynen, 1996]. More of the characteristics of this specific system are presented in the next chapter. Recently, it was shown that a similar mechanism allows population of autocatalytic self-replicators to explore sequence space in a diffusion-like manner [Stadler, 2002].

Simple finite population models of hypercycles have been considered e.g. in [Andrade et al., 1991]. For larger, not necessarily hypercyclic, networks destabilization in homogeneous solution has been observed as a consequence of stochastic fluctuations [Nuño & Tarazona, 1994]. The only study of sequence evolution of a hypercycle based on an explicit genotype-phenotype map can be found in [Forst, 2000], which concentrates short cycles in a homogeneous medium. This study focuses on error-threshold phenomena similar to those described for uncatalyzed replicators [Forst et al., 1995, Huynen et al., 1996].

### 2.6 On coevolving species

General characteristics of genotype-phenotype maps can be expressed by means of the behavior of populations under mutation and selection. Even when here is not a complete theory of fitness landscapes, a few remarks can be done by observing those already studied. One main difference among these studies is whether interactions among coevolving species are taken into account.

In almost any system with a non trivial landscape, species will only aspire to find local maxima. Whenever a part of a population sits on a maxima, the only possibility to move with smooth searching algorithms is to places of less fitness values. An equilibrium between many local maxima in a cohabited habitat would be the best option [Bak, 1996]. At the same time, changing fitness landscapes due to interactions between species may allow changes in phenotype that would otherwise imply a reduction in fitness and therefore impossible to find in classic
Darwinian evolution. Once a fitness peak is found in a certain configuration of the interactions network, a change in these conditions may reduce the fitness value at this peak, creating new ones which will be reachable via mutations and natural selection. This way, evolution is further impulsed by a changing environment consisting of both climate or geographical characteristics and coevolving species.

It is clear then, that a more realistic and broad concept of the genotype-phenotype-fitness map would be one taking into account cooperativity and struggle between species, as well as influence from the environment in the population. The fitness value assigned to an individual becomes then relative to those properties of other organisms that may influence the behavior of a single one.

The importance of interactions among species is remarked by Bak in [Bak, 1996] saying that: “In the absence of interaction between species, evolution would come to an abrupt halt, or never get started in the first place”. Kauffman also makes the point with the concept of “interacting dancing fitness landscapes” [Kauffman, 1993] referring to interacting/coevolving species. Further studies of Kaufman in this direction showed that a highly interconnected system falls easily in a chaotic state, where species do not have the time to reach fitness peaks before the landscape changes again. There is no real evolution in this case since any improvement is lost before optimization is permitted.

2.7 Self-organization

Living systems are the paramount examples of organized complexity. From the genetic expression and regulation, to the neural networks of the nervous system, self-organization is at the core of these systems [Kauffman, 1993]. Many questions arise about the origin of such systems and the evolution which took place in order to generate them. It is important to ask whether all systems are suitable to accumulate beneficial mutations, and if selection is capable of bringing systems to this regime.

In order to answer these questions, Kauffman writes in [Kauffman, 1993]:

The task must be to include self-organizing properties in a broadened framework, asking what the effects of selection and drift will be when operating on systems which have their own rich and robust
self-ordered properties. [...] It seems preeminently likely that what we observe reflects the interactions of selection processes and the underlying properties of the system acted upon.

Dynamical systems are the main tool for studying self organization. Different kinds of attractors constitute the possible alternatives for the long time behavior of the variables. Between oscillating and random behaviors, strange attractors may arise, which are sensitive to initial conditions, meaning any two arbitrarily close points will, after a sufficient period, become as far apart as desired in the attractor. Attractors are usually low dimensional even when exhibit in high dimensional spaces and are found in chaotic systems.

When studying the interaction between species, one well known model is that of boolean networks: sets of species are represented as graphs and joined by edges whenever two species interact. In general terms, three states are visited by boolean networks: the ordered, the complex and the chaotic regimes. Ordered networks exhibit percolation of frozen regions to the whole space, while chaotic ones are the opposite, presenting only islands of frozen behavior. The complex regime, the most interesting for living systems, lays just in between these two, presenting percolation of the frozen region together with isolated unfrozen regions. “Adaptive evolution achieves the kind of complex systems which are able to adapt.” These are those which live at the edge of chaos [Kauffman, 1993]. Thus, ecology must be situated exactly in the critical state separating both cases, the frozen one and the chaotic one. That is, at the phase transition.

In the case of gene regulatory networks, it is important that the right degree of connectedness is reached in order to have a system which is stable and flexible at the same time, allowing the organisms to adapt to and resist the changes in the environment.
3 Molecular Evolution

3.1 Population dynamics

Population genetics became the mathematical basis of the synthetic theory and is still seen by many biologists as the current frame for understanding evolution. It is based on the study of gene frequencies and their change over time due to natural selection [Schuster, 2002].

Population genetics saw a major extension by Motoo Kimura [Kimura, 1955] who introduced the idea of neutrality. This theory was further impulsed by results from comparative sequence analysis [King & Jukes, 1969] which showed that within epochs of phenotypic stasis, the changes in genotypes occur at rates which are as high as, if not higher than, those recorded during adaptive periods.

There are two main problems with this view of population genetics. The first is the fact that mutation is considered as some external event, which is not part of the regularly considered dynamics. The second has to do with the phenotype represented only by its fitness values and sometimes mutation rates which are assigned as parameters to the corresponding genotype.

As a response to this problems, Eigen published his work on self-organization of macromolecules in 1971 [Eigen, 1971], where replication and mutation are seen as parallel chemical reactions and evolution is visualized as a process in an abstract space of genotypes, called sequence space. In his studies, every RNA or DNA sequence is a point in sequence space and the Hamming distance induces a metric in this space. The temporal development of the distribution of genotypes in populations is described by the selection-mutation equation:

$$\frac{d\xi}{dt} = \dot{\xi} = \xi(Q_i a_i - \Phi(t)) + \sum_{j=1, j \neq i} Q_{ij} a_j \xi_j ; \quad i = 1, \ldots, n$$  (1)

Where $\xi_i(t)$ are the frequencies of individual genotypes $I_i$ at time $t$, $\Phi(t)$ takes care of the normalization of the frequencies and the square matrix $Q = Q_{ij}$; $i, j = 1, \ldots, n$ contains replication accuracies in the diagonal terms and mutation probabilities from species $i$ to species $j$ in $Q_{ij}$.

At sufficiently accurate replication, that means low enough mutation rates, populations modeled by eq. 1 approach stationary mutant distributions, called quasi-
species, which are centered around a most frequent genotype, the master sequence.

At rates above the threshold value, populations do not approach stationary states but drift randomly through sequence space and genetic information is lost. Evolution is confined to mutation rates between a lower and an upper limit: The lower limit is given by the maximal accuracy of the replication machinery and the upper limit is set by the maximal sustainable fraction of error copies determined by the error threshold [Eigen, 1971].

Fitness relevant properties of phenotypes in this model appear only as parameters of genotypes in the differential equations, for example $a_i$ and $Q_{ij}$ in eq. 1.

3.2 About RNA ss

3.2.1 RNA Secondary Structures and Their Prediction

As with all biomolecules, the function of RNAs is intimately connected to their structure. While successful predictions of RNA tertiary structure remain exceptional feats, RNA secondary structures can be predicted with reasonable accuracy, and have proved to be a biologically useful description.

A secondary structure of a given RNA sequence is the list of (Watson-Crick and wobble) base pairs satisfying two constraints:

(i) each nucleotide takes part in at most one base pair, and

(ii) base pairs do not cross, i.e., there are no knots or pseudo-knots.

The restriction to knot-free structures is necessary for efficient computation by means dynamic programming algorithms ([Hofacker et al., 1994], [Hofacker et al., 2002], [Wuchty et al., 1999]) . The memory and CPU requirements of these algorithms scale with sequence length $n$ as $O(n^2)$ and $O(n^3)$, respectively, making structure prediction feasible even for large RNAs of about 10000 nucleotides, such as the genomes of RNA viruses [Witwer et al., 2001]. There are two implementations of various variants of these dynamic programming algorithms: the mfold package by Michal Zuker, and the the Vienna RNA Package. The latter is freely available from http://www.tbi.univie.ac.at/ and is used throughout this work.
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Figure 6: Schematic representation of the stages of RNA folding into the tertiary (three dimensional) structure.

These thermodynamic folding algorithms are based on an energy model that considers additive contributions from stacked base pairs and various types of loops, see e.g. [Mathews et al., 1999]. Two widely used methods for determining nucleic acid thermodynamics are absorbency melting curves and microcalorimetry, see [SantaLucia Jr. & Turner, 1997] for a review.

3.2.2 Neutral Networks in Sequence Space

A more detailed analysis of functional classes of RNAs shows that their structures are very well conserved while at the same time there may be little similarity at the sequence level, indicating that the structure has actual importance for the function of the molecule.

In the RNA case, the genotype-phenotype map can be approximated by the minimum free energy structure of RNA, see e.g. [Schuster, 2001] for a review. There is ample evidence for redundancy in genotype-phenotype maps in the sense that many genotypes cannot be distinguished by an evolutionarily relevant coarse grained notion of phenotypes which, in turn, give rise to fitness values that cannot
be faithfully separated through selection.

Regarding the folding algorithms as a map \( f \) that assigns a structure \( s = f(x) \) to each sequence \( x \) we can phrase our question more precisely: We need to know how the set of sequences \( f^{-1}(s) \) that folds into a given structure \( s \) is embedded in the sequence space (where the genotypes are interpreted as nodes and all Hamming distance one neighbors are connected by an edge). The subgraphs of the sequence space that are defined by the sets \( f^{-1}(s) \) are called neutral networks.

Theory predicts a phase transition like change in the appearance of neutral networks with increasing degree of neutrality at a critical value depending on the size of the genetic alphabet. If the fraction of neutral neighbors is less than this threshold, the network consists of many isolated parts with one dominating giant component. On the other case, the network is generically connected. The critical value is the connectivity threshold. This property of neutral networks reminds of percolation phenomena known from different areas of physics, although the high symmetry of sequence space, with all points being equivalent, introduces a difference in the two concepts. A series of computational studies ([Fontana et al., 1993], [Schuster et al., 1994]) has in the last decade drawn a rather detailed picture of the genotype-phenotype map of RNA.

- (i) **More sequences than structures.** For sequence spaces of chain lengths \( n > 10 \) there are orders of magnitude more sequences than structures and hence, the map is many-to-one.

- (ii) **Few common and many rare structures.** Relatively few common structures are opposed by a relatively large number of rare structures, some of which are formed by a single sequence only (“relatively” means here that the number of both common and rare structures increases exponentially with \( n \), but the exponent for the common structures is smaller than that for the rare ones).

- (iii) **Shape space covering.** The distribution of neutral genotypes is approximately random in sequence space. As a result it is possible to define a spherical ball, with a diameter being much smaller than the diameter \( n \) of sequence space, which on the average contains at least one sequence that folds into every common structure.

- (iv) **Existence and connectivity of neutral networks.** Neutral net-
works of common structures are connected except in cases with specific non-random distributions of the alphabet A, C, G, U. Neutral networks for the RNA-folding map show a percolation-like behavior.

Shape space covering, item (iii) above, is a consequence of the high susceptibility of RNA secondary structures towards randomly placed point mutations. Computer simulations ([Fontana et al., 1993], [Schuster et al., 1994]) showed that a small number of point mutations is very likely to cause large changes in the secondary structures: mutations in 10 percent of the sequence positions already lead almost surely to unrelated structures if the mutated positions are chosen randomly.

The set of nodes of the neutral network is embedded in a compatible set $C(s)$ which includes all sequences that can form the structure $s$ as suboptimal or minimum free energy conformation. Sequences at the intersection between the compatible sets of two neutral networks in the same sequence space, $C(s_0)$ and $C(s_1)$, are of actual interest because these sequences can simultaneously carry properties of the different RNA folds.

For example, they can exhibit catalytic activities of two different ribozymes at the same time [Schultes & Bartel, 2000]. The intersection theorem ([Reidys et al., 1997]) states that for all pairs of structures $s_0$ and $s_1$ the intersection $C(s_0) \cap C(s_1)$ is always non-empty. In other words, for each arbitrarily chosen pair of structures there will be at least one sequence that can form both as minimum free energy or suboptimal configuration. If $s_0$ and $s_1$ are both common structures, bistable molecules that have equal preference for both structures are easy to design ([Flamm et al., 2000], [Höbartner & Micura, 2003]).

A particularly interesting experimental case is described in [Schultes & Bartel, 2000]. At least, the features (i), (ii), and (iv) of the neutral networks of RNA seem to hold for the more complicated protein spaces as well, see e.g. [Keefe & Szostak, 2001] for experimental data. The impact of these features on evolutionary dynamics is reflected in the fact that a population explores sequence space in a diffusion-like manner along the neutral network of a viable structure. Fast diffusion together with perpetual innovation makes these landscapes ideal for evolutionary adaptation [Fontana & Schuster, 1998] and sets the stage for the evolutionary biotechnology of RNA.
3.3 Properties of the genotype-phenotype map in the RNA model

Due to the fast computation of the secondary structure of an RNA sequence, this map has been largely studied and some of its properties have been formulated in general evolutionary terms.

The energy landscape of a sequence is the RNA analogue of Waddington’s developmental or epigenetic landscape. [Waddington, 1957]. Sequences folding into the same mfe shape can differ profoundly in their energy landscapes. In this limited sense, the RNA model is capable of mimicking an “evolution of development” [Fontana, 2002]. The analogy breaks down when the mechanisms of development themselves evolve. Evolvability and variability, for example, are characteristics also encoded in the genome and regulate the process of development. These features can change along time and evolve depending on external and internal conditions.

Plasticity in the framework of RNA folding may be understood in two different ways: the so called norm of reaction [Scheiner, 1993] refers to persistent phenotypic transformation due to changes in the environment; on the other hand, intrinsic plasticity is induced by molecular energy fluctuations at non-zero temperature. The first definition is reflected as transitions between mfe shapes as the free energy landscape is deformed by temperature, while plasticity understood as intrinsic phenotypic variance refers to transitions between different shapes on a fixed free energy landscape [Fontana, 2002].

As already mentioned, a neutral mutation is a nucleotide substitution that preserves the mfe shape (but it may affect everything else, such as free energy, plastic repertoire and kinetic landscape). The neutrality of a sequence is the fraction of neutral (one-error) neighbors. Neutrality is here defined with respect to mfe shape, not fitness. Fitness is a function from phenotypes to numbers and if phenotype is defined as mfe shape, then neutrality extends to fitness as well. If phenotype and fitness are defined in terms of the plastic repertoire of a sequence, sequences that share the same mfe shape are taken as neutral, even when their plastic repertoires (and fitness) differ.

Epistasis means that the phenotypic consequences of a mutation at gene $i$ depend on the genetic background provided by the remaining genotype. This de-
pendency is mediated by networks of interactions among gene products. The same concept applies to RNA, when substituting “gene” with “sequence position” [Fontana, 2002]. The transparency (but also the limitation) of the RNA genotype phenotype model derives from the identity of epigenetic and epistatic interactions, since phenotype is defined directly in terms of interactions among sequence positions. A mutation changes the base pairing possibilities of a sequence and hence the network of epistatic interactions. The mfe shape shown at the top left of Fig. 7 remains the same if C is substituted by G at the position labeled x. Yet, whether x is C or G determines which mfe shape is obtained as a result of mutating position y from U to C. More subtly, the neutral substitution from C to G at x alters the number and identity of neutral positions.

Figure 7: Epistasis in RNA folding. A first mutation in the position labeled by x has no impact on the secondary structure. Nevertheless, once this mutation is introduced, a second mutation in position y changes dramatically the shape of the structure.

The tendency of a sequence to adopt a different shape upon mutation (variability) is a prerequisite for its capacity to evolve in response to selective pressures (evolvability). In this sense, variability underlies evolvability. Variability (quan-
tified as the number of nonneutral neighbors) is sequence dependent. Variability can therefore evolve. Canalization [Waddington, 1942] is a biological concept related to robustness in physics and engineering aimed at quantifying a system’s resilience to perturbation. Biologists distinguish between environmental and genetic canalization, depending on the nature of the perturbation. In our highly simplified RNA context, genetic canalization is phenotypic robustness to mutation and environmental canalization is phenotypic robustness to environmental change or noise. Neutrality, as defined here, is basically a measure of genetic canalization, while plasticity is the converse of environmental canalization.

3.4 About cofolding and its properties

In recent studies, simple models of strongly interacting RNA molecules have been studied in which selection for a common resource is replaced by frequency-dependent fitness terms. In these models, each RNA species depends on the presence of specific catalysts. A prime example of this class of models is the hypercycle model of interacting replicators [Eigen & Schuster, 1979]. While such a system has not (yet?) been realized experimentally, there has been substantial progress in constructing RNA replicase ribozymes. We refer to [McGinness & Joyce, 2003] for a description of the state of the art. It is thus worthwhile to study the evolutionary properties of such models.

In [Stadler, 2002], the diffusion (in sequence space) of a population of interacting replicators is studied, where the replication rates depend only on the sequence similarity of the parent molecules. A model of hypercycles with interactions depending on the secondary structures of the individual RNAs is described in [Forst, 2000] and later in more detail in [Stephan-Otto Attolini & Stadler, 2004]. In the latter contribution we emphasize the importance of the neutrality of the genotype-phenotype map in order to maintain the hypercycle and at the same time have diffusion in sequence space.

In previous work, the basic assumption was that the actions of each RNA molecule is determined by its own secondary structure. For examples, the replication rate of sequence $x$ under the influence of sequence $y$ as catalyst is $a_{xy} = a(f(x), f(y))$, i.e, a function of the (ground state) secondary structure of both molecules.
3.4 Measuring neutrality in Cofold

In the next section we present a model where we explore the situation where the rate of replication of a molecule’s replication catalyzed by another is function of the structure of the interaction complex of the two secondary structures, i.e. \( a_{xy} = a(f(x \circ y)) \). To this end, we study in detail the statistical properties of the RNA co-folding map \( f : (x, y) \mapsto f(x \circ y) \) which assigns to each pair of RNA sequences the secondary structure of their thermodynamically most stable co-folding.

The common secondary structure \( f(x \circ y) \) of two RNA molecules can be computed using a simple extension of the usual dynamic programming algorithms for computing RNA secondary structures, see e.g. [Hofacker et al., 1994, Dimitrov & Zuker, 2004]. The basic idea is to compute the secondary structure of the concatenated RNA sequences \( x + y \) (or \( y + x \)), where the “loop” that contains the split between \( x \) and \( y \) does not contribute to the folding energy. We use the program RNAcofold implemented in the Vienna RNA Package [Hofacker et al., 1994, Hofacker, 2003]. If the ground structure is unique then \( f(x \circ y) = f(y \circ x) \), otherwise the structures will in general be different since the backtracking routine implemented in RNAcofold yield one of the group state structure in a deterministic way.

In the following we will study two different versions of defining neutrality in a cofold map:

1. We say that a mutant \( x' \) of \( x \) is neutral when \( f(x' \circ y) = f(x \circ y) \) for a given partner sequence \( y \). This scenario corresponds to RNA switches or RNAs that bind to target molecules in specific way, e.g. microRNAs [Rehmsmeier et al., 2004].

2. We say that a mutant \( x' \) of \( x \) is neutral when \( f(y \circ x') = f(y \circ x) \) and \( f(x' \circ z) = f(x \circ z) \). This scenario corresponds e.g. to an RNA hypercycle: the mutant \( x' \) simultaneously must be a template (and hence retain the structure of its complex with the catalyst \( z \)), and a catalyst (and hence be able to replicate the template \( y \)).

Two mutation operators are used in this model. First, we introduce point mutations, i.e. the change of a single base in the RNA sequence. The second, called
“compensatory mutation”, consists in the replacement of a base pair by any other of the Watson-Crick or wobble base pairs. The two bases involved are supposed to change simultaneously.

In the first case, i.e., cofolding of the mutating sequence with a fixed partner, we consider both point and compensatory mutations. In order to obtain accurate statistics we compute all point mutations and all compensatory mutations (where a base pair is replaced with another type of base pair) using samples of 600000 and 1000 sequences, respectively. We use the symmetric difference of the set of base pairs as a measure for the structural distance of two RNA secondary structures.

This first case is similar to folding the concatenated sequence $f(x + y)$ instead of the co-folding complex $f(x \circ y)$, the only difference being the energy contribution from the “exterior loop” that contains the split between the two sequences. Indeed, we observe neutral mutation rates $\lambda$ similar to those reported in [Gruener et al., 1996] for an individual RNA sequence.

The second case, where is mutated and cofolded with two different partners is more important e.g. in the context of models of prebiotic evolution, where a
single sequence has to satisfy at least two different constraints: it have to be a recognizable template and it has to perform its catalytic function in two different contexts. In this case we sample in the following way. We randomly generate three different RNA sequences of the same length, \( x, y, \) and \( z \). and compute \( f(x \circ y) \) and \( f(x \circ z) \). We then mutate \( x \) and recompute both cofolding structures and determine the distance form the original structures. In this case a compensatory mutation must be compensatory with respect to both \( f(x \circ y) \) and \( f(x \circ z) \), i.e., only base pairs shared by both cofolding structures are candidates for compensatory mutations.

We sampled approximately 300,000 point mutations for chain length \( n = 50 \), about 570,000 of length \( n = 100 \), and 450,000 of length \( n = 200 \). Furthermore 3000 sequence triples with compensatory mutations were constructed for each of the three chain lengths.

In addition to estimating the fraction of neutral mutations, we also estimated the length of neutral paths [Schuster et al., 1994]. A neutral path \( \mathcal{L} \) is defined as follows. Starting from a sequence \( x_0 \) a sequence of RNA sequences \( \{x_i | i = 1, \ldots \} \) is constructed such that (i) \( f(x_i) = f(x_0) \), i.e., the structures do not change along the path, (ii) \( x_i \) is a point mutant or compensatory mutant of \( x_{i-1} \) and (iii) the Hamming distance from the starting point \( x_0 \) strictly increases with each step. The path terminates after at most \( n \) steps when no mutant can be found. The Hamming distance between \( x_0 \) and the last point in the path is the length \( L \) of the neutral path. Here we constructed 1200 neutral path for sequences of length \( n = 100 \). In the case of one sequence cofolding with two more, the algorithm is basically the same except that compensatory mutations must be possible in both structures and only neutral mutations for both are accepted into the path.

### 3.4.2 Results

The behavior of RNAcofold when taking into account only two sequences is very similar to that of RNAfold for a single RNA sequence of the same length [Hofacker et al., 1994]. The fraction of neutral point mutations is almost a third of the total. One difference from single fold is that almost no point mutations change all base pairs of the structure.

In the case of compensatory mutations, the situation is different, since we allow
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Figure 9: a) 300,000 sequences of length 50. For point mutations, fraction of neutral mutations: 0.185. b) 568,000 sequences of length 100. For point mutations, fraction of neutral mutations: 0.186. c) Length 200, 445,000 sequences tested. Fraction of neutral mutations: 0.18.

Mutations only in one of the two sequences, so that inter-molecular base pairs can only change from GU to AU or CG to UG. Therefore, two thirds of the possible compensatory mutations are not allowed anymore and neutrality is hardly affected by compensatory mutations: Only 35 percent of the remaining mutations are neutral. From [Schuster, 2001] we know that in order to change from one connected component to some other inside the neutral network, compensatory mutations may be needed. This is important from the evolutionary point of view since a fitter structure may be accessible from a particular connected component of the neutral network.

In the case of more than a single structural constraint, however, the situation
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On average, we found only 15 possible compensatory mutations for both structures at the same time. Of these, only 0.15 resulted to be neutral.

becomes difficult. As shown in Fig 10b, the degree of neutrality is drastically decreased both for point mutations and for compensatory mutations. This fact is of crucial importance for models where cofold defines the interactions between RNA molecules.

Fig. 9 shows that neutral mutations occurring simultaneously for both cofolding structures are only about 18 percent of all possible mutations, i.e., less than two
thirds of those present in single fold.

It is known that for single folding sequences, it is possible to exchange almost all nucleotides without leaving the neutral network [Hofacker et al., 1994, Gruener et al., 1996]. In the case we study, the length of neutral paths when cofolding one sequence with one that remains fixed, is shorter than in single RNA fold. Since there are intramolecular base pairs, for some of these it would be impossible to find neutral mutations and so some bases will never change without leaving the neutral network. In Fig. 11a we show the results for 1200 sequences of length \( n = 100 \) cofolding with fixed sequences of the same length.

The length of the path when cofolding one sequence with two different interacting RNAs is much shorter than the previous case and, of course, than in the case of folding an isolated RNA. Indeed, there are no paths along which all nucleotides of \( x \) could be replaced, Fig. 11b.

### 3.5 Two models of molecular evolution

The replicator equation mentioned at the beginning of this chapter deals with the production of one molecule by self-replication or mutation of a different kind into the first one. The probability of mutation is usually modeled in pure mathematical terms, which means there is no relation to the actual chemical rates. In this general formulation, the equations do not take into account the possibility of one molecule’s replication being catalyzed by another one. It is of crucial importance for the study of living systems to address this question since the mechanism of catalysis is the main process of molecular interaction in living organisms.

In this direction, the second order replication equation,

\[
\frac{dx_k}{dt} = x_k \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} a_{kj}x_j - \sum_{i,j} a_{ij}x_i x_j \right); \quad i = 1, \ldots n
\]

proposes a closed system, both in the number of species involved and the constant total concentration. This equation has been target of many studies, ranging from population genetics, mathematical ecology, economics and some applications in physics. The fact that no new species are included in the system, decreases the power of this equations when addressing questions of evolution and emergence of
new features and species in the system.

Happel and Stadler proposed a modified model in [Happel & Stadler, 1998] where random generated rates were used for the catalysis between species. The interaction matrix was filled with random numbers and the equations integrated for a certain period. Mutants were introduced as a modified species, changing its interactions with the rest of the system by small perturbations. It was found that overall fitness increases in a strong but non-monotonous way.

In a similar way, we present a model which considers catalyzed replication of RNA molecules and its evolution via mutation and selection. Since most of the models so far take into account fitness values measured only in the single molecule but not in the interaction with others, we make use of the fast prediction algorithm for concatenated sequences, RNACofold, in the Vienna RNA Package to simulate interacting molecules.

3.5.1 Model One: Fold, many targets

The model works basically with an evolving population whose dynamics are simulated with equation 2.

In our implementation, the replicator equation is used to model a system of interacting species where the individual replicators are implemented as RNA sequences. The equation used for all the simulations is

$$\dot{x}_k = x_k \sum_i a_{ki} x_i - \sum_i \sum_j a_{ij} x_i x_j$$

(3)

Where $x_k$ denotes concentration of species $k$ and $M = (a_{ij})$ is the interaction matrix representing catalysis in the off-diagonal terms and self-replication rates in the diagonal.

As a variation from the model from Happel and Stadler, the rates here depend on the RNA sequence, both for auto-replication and catalysis.

We define interactions between species depending on a set of fixed targets. Together with the structures, the interactions among them are also fixed. The folded structure of single molecules are intended to evolve towards this configuration.

Since cycles are at the core of the molecular interactions in all living beings, we
define a very simple 3-members cycle as target set as seen in figure 12.

During the simulation, each sequence is folded into its secondary structure using the RNAFold algorithm from the RNA Vienna Package, and then compared to all targets via different distances. The distance between structures is obtained by the hamming, base-pair or structure distance using the structure’s dot-bracket representation. The hamming distance is the comparison of each entry of the strings. The base-pair distance counts how many base-pairs should be open or closed to convert one structure into another; and, the structure distance cyclically searches for a good match between the structures comparing the hamming distances.

The given molecule is then assigned to the “group” of the closest target, this class defines the interactions with species belonging to the same and other groups. Groups can be thought as “phenotypes” which are assigned to the sequences and only modulated by the distance to the correspondent target. This distance defines how good a sequence self-replicate and also how high its catalytic activity is.

The replication rates $a_{ij}$ are calculated as a function of the distance between the folded structures and the predefined target structures and the topology defined by the target cycle. The weights for the interaction between species $i$ and $j$ are calculated as $a_{ij} = \exp(\gamma \cdot \frac{1}{d(S_i,T_j)}) \cdot \phi$, where $S_i$ is the secondary structure of species $i$, $d(S_i,T_j)$ the distance between $S_i$ and the target structure $T_j$ given that species $j$ belongs to the group of $T_j$. $\gamma$ and $\delta$ are tunable parameters.

In order to generate evolution in the system, point mutations are allowed with
certain rate and introduced into the system creating new structures. Depending on the mutation rate $\mu$, a random sequence is chosen from all species in the system and mutated in a single base. A small percentage of the original species’ concentration is given to the new one. Each generation, the interaction matrix is filled with the rates of the new species, and the equation integrated. Species are removed from the system whenever their concentration drops below a threshold level.

### 3.5.2 Results of model One

Targets are approached in a step-wise manner, as seen in other models [Schuster et al., 1994] (Fig. 17).
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Figure 13: a) Distance to targets for each group. Colors code for different groups, the target is approached in a step-wise manner. b) Number of species for each group. After a period of selection, only few molecular species are left in the system.

When the hamming distance is used, jumping from one group to the other is easy because this metric takes into account only geometric properties and no evolutionary characteristics. Structures that are far away from each other from an evolutionary point of view, may be very close according to the hamming distance. On the other hand, base-pair distance encapsulates the structures in a region were it is difficult to move from one structure to the other, since the opening or closing of a single base-pair implies two point mutations in many cases. The structure distance is somewhere between these two, allowing the sequences to move more
freely from one target to the other.

As it was already mentioned, the folding map generates neutral nets along the sequence space. This is reflected in the fact that once inside a neutral network, more sequences are found which maintain the same structure, and therefore the same interactions with other molecules. This implies an explosion in the population, due to the incorporation of individual species belonging to the same group. Neutrality comes also from the way phenotype is defined. Different structures may belong to the same group, even if they are not identical. As long as they are closer to the same target, their function in the system will be the same. Therefore, not only mutations leaving the structure unchanged are neutral, but also those whose structure belongs to the same group. This can be seen in Fig. 14, where the increase of species in a group is accompanied by the improvement of the group’s fitness.

In this sense, we could say that the system shows a kind of “canalization”, meaning that once a good phenotype is found, molecules will try to keep it and no more changes in phenotype will occur. In order to change a sequence from one group to another, a mutation must occur such that the sequence is shifted to the neutral network of a structure closer to other group’s target shape. This means that only sequences in the border of the neutral network which are one point mutation away from the other neutral network can jump from one group to the other. This way, the sequence space is divided in the interior or “canalization” region of each group, and the border, where real phenotypic changes in the sense defined here are possible.

In some simulation runs, one or two of the targets were found, while the others would stay in a close but not perfect structure. Since catalysis rates depend on the distance to the targets, once a group has found the goal, its catalyzed species will profit from that, not being forced anymore to become itself perfect self-replicators.

3.5.3 Model Two: Cofold

There are cases when interactions among molecules depend in already folded structures, nevertheless, it is also possible that molecules start to interact before the MFE structure is completely folded. The second model we present, takes
this possibility into account and computes the interaction among molecules as a combined folding process which in most of the cases differs from the independent secondary structures of each molecule thanks to the creation of intermolecular base pairs.

To define the values of the matrix $M$ in eq. 3, we use the structure of the co-folding complex of two species based on the thermodynamic rules of RNA folding. For each pair of molecular species $i$ and $j$, their sequences are concatenated and the secondary structure of the resulting sequence is found. The replication rates $a_{ij}$ are then calculated as a function of the distance between the co-folding complex and a prescribed target structure: $a_{ij} = \exp(\gamma \cdot \frac{1}{d(S_{ij}, T)}) \cdot \phi$, where $S_{ij}$ is the cofolded secondary structure of species $i$ and $j$, $d(S_{ij}, T)$ the distance between $S_{ij}$ and the target structure $T$ and $\gamma$ and $\delta$ tunable parameters.

When concatenating the sequences, the first one is always taken as the replicator while the second acts as catalyst. Since usually the order of the concatenation is not important because of the circularity of the cofold map, this is not an arbitrary setting.

The rest of the implementation follows the same algorithm as in the previous
model.

Simulations of this model give information about the number of species in each generation and their concentration, distance of each pair’s structure to the target as well as the average distance and fitness of the system. Weighted graphs defined by the interactions between species are studied in order to get an overall view of the system’s behavior and self-organization.

### 3.5.4 Results of model Two

The dynamical behavior depends strongly on the parameters of the system and ranges from the survival of only one single dominating species in each generation to the creation of intricate networks. In the latter case the fitness increases in a stepwise manner as the system approaches the target transition state and maintains, in almost every generation, a number of species greater than a certain lower bound.

![Graph showing concentration over time](image)

Figure 15: a) Concentration of molecular species. Few species dominate the system after the first period of selection. The system then reaches a stable state and no further improvement is possible.

Few simulations actually approach the target, and none actually finds it. In fig. 15 the concentrations of all species are plotted. It is clear that most of the time only one or two species take all the space available (total concentration of the system is normalized), and mutations survive only when they represent a large improvement in auto-replication or are well catalyzed by others. The number of species is depicted in fig. 16 (a), while fig. 16 (b) shows the evolution of the overall fitness of the system. Fig. 16 (c) shows the survival of a fitter variant
until another species is found, possibly catalyzed by the old one, killing almost all the rest of the population.

Figure 16: a) Number of species. Variants from the fittest species are added to the system as long as their catalysis is not larger than the self-replication of the principal species. b) After improving the fitness of the system in the first steps, a period of stasis is found. c) Coexistence of more than one species is impossible due to the good self-replication rate of the fittest variant. It is replaced at the end by a better self-replicator.

In many cases the model falls in a fixed configuration: existing species are trapped in a fixed point, their concentrations become stable and new species are accepted in the network only if their interactions are stronger than those already existent. Moreover, a new mutation will be accepted only if the rates by which it is catalyzed are good, no matter if it is a good catalyst for the rest of the species.

The system is easily trapped in local minimum because of the high number of interactions between species as well as the low neutrality of the co-folding map.
Species are unable to search the sequence space due to the strong interactions they must maintain in order to survive and to keep the network working. The fact that only one target structure is approached, reduces strongly the possibilities for different sequences, since they must act both as catalysts and replicators at the same time. In most of the cases, sequences folding with themselves to a structure close to the target will be the ones accepted, since mutations may leave the structure unchanged thus creating catalytic interaction between the old and new species.

Once a network is created, which consists most of the time of old species catalyzing the replication of new ones and being good self-replicators, the only possibility for the system to increase the overall fitness is to find a sequence which improves the catalytic rates with most of the species in both directions, meaning that it is not only catalyzed but returns to the system some of the help it is taking from other species.

It was found that the minimum distance to the target reached by the system, depends extremely on the sequences taken as initial conditions. To show this, structures formed after a large number of generations are used in a subsequent model as target structures. Even when changing other initial conditions or the
random numbers used in the program, the system approaches the target much faster than in the first case.

Comparison between this model and the one with single folded species, makes clear that interaction between species changes completely the way evolution to a fixed target occurs. Survival of one species depends not only on its self-replication rate, but in the way it is catalyzed by the others. It may happen too that one species is catalyzed by all the rest (Fig. 17), making its concentration grow very fast. This species will then take all the available resources and kill the rest of the species. This kind of parasites can destroy the whole net loosing the possible improvements attained so far (Fig. 18).
4 Hypercyles

4.1 An answer to the hypercycle’s parasites

Boerlijst and Hogeweg [Boerlijst & Hogeweg, 1991] and, later, Streissler [Streissler, 1992] (in a PDE setting) and Cronhjort and Blomberg [Cronhjort & Blomberg, 1994] showed that the problem of parasite invasion can be alleviated by considering spatially organized systems. Most theoretical studies have demonstrated that some kind of spatial structure is indispensable for the persistence and/or the parasite resistance of any feasible replicator system, see e.g. [Tereshko, 1999, Altmeyer & McCaskill, 2001, Zintzaras et al., 2002], although a chemical kinetics with product inhibition can have a similar effect in some parameter ranges [Stadler et al., 2000, Stadler et al., 2001b].

In our model we use a two dimensional lattice where molecules diffuse, replicate and catalyze. Making use of the genotype-phenotype map given by the folding of an RNA sequence, we study the evolution of the system towards a fixed target; the diffusion and diversity of the population; and, the resistance to parasites derived from the spatial organization and the different fitness values given by the molecules’ structure.

In this contribution we combine the macroscopic modeling of the spatio-temporal population dynamics of self-replicators with the microscopic modeling of the motion of populations of replicators in sequence space. To this end, replicating polymers are explicitly represented by their sequence in a CA-like universe. All reaction rates are derived from the (secondary) structures of the molecules which can be computed directly from their sequences. The parameters of the population dynamics are therefore not external ingredients of the simulation but intrinsic in the model itself [Schuster, 1998]. In addition to demonstrating that we recover the typical dynamical features of simpler models of hypercyclic systems, we focus here on the dynamics in sequence space and show that Kimura’s model of neutral evolution is applicable at least when time-scales are considered that are much larger than the oscillations of species in the population dynamics of a hypercycle.
4.2 The hypercycle and RNA fold

We consider a stochastic version of a second order replicator equation [Schuster & Sigmund, 1983] with mutation, i.e., a replication mechanism of the form

\[ x + y \rightarrow x + y + z \]  

The symbol \( x \) represents the sequence of a template RNA molecule that, with the aid of the replicase ribozyme \( y \), is copied to produce an RNA sequence \( z \), which can be the same as the template, \( x = x \), in the case of correct copying, or a mutant \( z \neq x \). In addition we consider a slow uncatalyzed replication mechanism of the form \( x \rightarrow x + z \).

Each RNA sequence is interpreted as a self-replicator that also has the ability to catalyze the replication of other RNAs. Catalytic activities and replication rates are dependent on the molecules’ secondary structure\(^1\). Secondary structures of RNA molecules can be computed efficiently by means of a dynamic programming approach [Zuker & Sankoff, 1984] based on empirical parameters [Mathews et al., 1999]. We use the Vienna RNA Package [Hofacker et al., 1994, Hofacker, 2003] for this purpose. The optimal reaction rates are realized by the “perfect” target-hypercycle in Fig. 19. It is known that self-organization providing resistance to parasites is possible only in cycles of 6 or more members, while cycles of 3-5 members are quickly destroyed [Hogeweg & Takeuchi, 2003]. Therefore we choose an 8 members hypercycle for our model.

The interaction topology of our target set is a hypercycle with 8 members \( T_1 \) through \( T_8 \). The target structures \( T_k \) were picked at random. In order to investigate resistance against parasites, we consider selfish parasites and short-cut parasites besides the ordinary members of the hypercycle. To do this, one more target-structure is chosen randomly and the corresponding reactions are defined depending on the nature of the parasite (Fig. 20). All rates for parasite sequences are computed in the same way as for the target-set members. Indeed, technically, the parasites are treated as additional target-structures.

For each sequence \( x \) in a population \( \mathbb{P} \) we compute its secondary structure \( S(x) \) using the Vienna RNA Package [Hofacker et al., 1994]. Then we determine its

---

\( ^1 \)A secondary structure \( S \) is a special type of contact structure, represented by a list of base pairs \([i, j]\) with \( i < j \) on a sequence \( x \), such that for any two base pairs \([i, j]\) and \([k, l]\) with \( i \leq k \) holds: (i) \( i = k \) if and only if \( j = l \), and (ii) \( k < j \) implies \( i < k < l < j \).
Figure 19: The target set is a hypercycle with 8 members. All sequences have length $n = 56$.

Figure 20: Topology of the target set for selfish and short-cut parasites.

structure distance $D(T_k, S(x))$ to the target shapes $T_k$. For simplicity we define $D(\mathcal{X}, \mathcal{Y})$ as the number of base-pairs that $\mathcal{X}$ and $\mathcal{Y}$ do not share. Finally, we assign $S(x)$ to the hypercycle-member $h$ that minimizes the distance $D(T_k, S(x))$. We write $\mathbb{P}^h$ for this sub-population of sequences whose structure is closest to the
4.2 The hypercycle and RNA fold

Once the group $h$ has been determined for every sequence the replication-decay-catalysis process in simulated as outlined in [Boerlijst & Hogeweg, 1991], Fig. 21:

**Decay:** Sequence $x$ has a decay probability that depends linearly on the distance to the target structure:

$$\delta_x = 1 + D(T_k, S(x))$$

**Replication:** Sequence $x$ has a probability to self-replicate without the help of a catalyst that depends inversely on the distance to the target structure:

$$\alpha_x \sim \frac{1}{1 + D(T_k, S(x))}$$

**Catalyzed Replication:** When a self-replicator has neighbors that correspond to their catalysts in the direction of the reaction, the probability (rate) of catalysis is largely improved. As well as self-replication rates depends on fitness, also the performance of catalysts is defined by their distance to the target. The similar a phenotype is to the corresponding target, the better its rate as catalyst will be. The total replication rate is therefore

$$\rho_x = \frac{1}{1 + D(T_k, S(x))} + \sum_{y \text{ catalyzes } x} \frac{C}{1 + D(T_y, S(y))}$$

where $C = 8000$ is the relative rate of catalyzed versus uncatalyzed replication.

Figure 21: Rules of replication. For each of the neighbors (●) of the empty cell (marked by a bold outline) the replication rate $\rho_z$ is computed taking into account their neighbors in the direction of the replication (○) as potential catalysts. The neighbor with the largest values of $\rho_z$ invades the empty position. In this example, for the chosen replicator, only three of its neighbors are catalysts according to the hypercycle topology.

From the way rates are computed follows that parasites and members of the
hypercycle may have equal replication and catalysis rates, depending on their sequence and the distance of the folded structure to the targets.

Mutations occur as errors during replication. As in Eigen’s quasispecies model [Eigen, 1971] we assume a uniform per-nucleotide rate $p$ of incorporating an erroneous letter. These point mutations of the parental sequence $x$ have a high probability of changing the secondary structure. Since these structural changes may be large [Schuster et al., 1994] we have significant probability that a mutant sequence will belong to either a different class of hypercycle members or to one of the parasite classes.

The population $\mathbb{P}$ of replicators is spread out on a 2-dimensional grid with periodic boundary conditions, typically consisting of $200 \times 200$ cells. In this respect our simulation resembles those described in [Boerlijst & Hogeweg, 1991, Cronhjort & Blomberg, 1994]. Each cell can be empty or occupied by a RNA single sequence. Diffusion is modeled using the Toffoli-Margolus scheme [Toffoli & Margolus, 1987]. The number of diffusion steps within each simulation time unit ranges from 0.01 (meaning that we wait 100 simulation steps between each diffusion step) and 20.

Simulations are initialized by randomly placing 200 to 1000 initial sequences on the grid. The sequence in an occupied cell dies with a rate proportional to $\delta_x$. For every empty cell we compute the replication rates $\rho_z$ for all its neighboring cells, assuming that the replication of $z$ is catalyzed only by those neighbors that correspond to the preceding class in the hypercycle topology, Fig. 21. According to the model presented in [Boerlijst & Hogeweg, 1991], we consider possible catalysts only in the direction of the replication. The sequence with the largest values of $\rho_z$ invades the empty cell. Cells are chosen for update in random order until every occupied cell has been updated.

Several variables are measured throughout the simulations: the number $N_k = |\mathbb{P}^k|$ of individuals per group, the average distance $\bar{D}$ to target over the whole system and over each group, the diversity $\theta_k$ between individuals in a class of replicators and number $Y_k$ of different sequences belonging to target class $k$. The diversity of a group is computed as proposed in [Stadler, 2002]

$$\theta_k = \frac{1}{N_k(N_k - 1)} \sum_{x \neq y \in \mathbb{P}^k} d_H(x, y)$$

where $d_H(x, y)$ is the Hamming distance of the sequences $x$ and $y$. In
[Stadler, 2002] it is shown that replicators with interactions tend to minimize diversity until they end in a quasispecies-like distribution.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Spatial Pattern Formation

We first consider a universe without parasites, i.e., all sequences are assigned to one of the structures of the hypercycle-members. As in [Boerlijst & Hogeweg, 1991] we observe spiral waves when every member of the cycle has a minimum concentration, Fig 22. In almost every run with two diffusion steps for simulation time unit, a first period of disorder is followed by the birth of a spiral which contains sequences of every group, ordered depending on the topology of the targets. It is important to notice that without a minimum fitness, individuals of that group would die before they could get any help to replicate, so that evolved enough sequences of every group must be present in order to the spatial patterns to emerge. Once the spiral is formed, the sequences continue approaching the target but in a much slower pace, in fact, in some simulations we observed an oscillatory behavior of the fitness average depending on the number of sequences present in the system at any given moment. If the ratio of replication to diffusion steps is increased, we observe multiple smaller spirals. For very small spatial diffusion constants, however, a significant part of the lattice remains empty, and the system usually dies out due to fluctuations.

Some groups could reach the target, while others may stay away without breaking the dynamics. In the case where one group will get to the target while the others had a poor fitness, however, the system sometimes collapses to the survival of only the single fittest species. This is only possible when the group which is catalyzed by this “master species” is not present in the system: since the rate of catalysis depends also on the fitness, so that the “follower” will increase its concentration at the expense of the “master species”.

When all members of the cycle are present with a minimum concentration and fitness, a change of behavior occurs and oscillations in the number $N_k$ of sequences per group is observed, see Fig. 23. The amplitude of this waves depends on the ratio between self-replication and catalyzed replication rates and the spatial diffusion parameter. If this ratio is too large, the abundance of sequences of one
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Figure 22: Spirals formed after 3000 generations in an evolution experiment started with 300 random sequences in the absence of parasites. Simulation parameters: grid size $L \times L = 200 \times 200$, sequence length $n = 56$, mutation rate $p = 3.5 \times 10^{-4}$, 2 diffusion steps between replication steps. Simulation parameters are the same in all figure unless explicitly stated otherwise.

When a selfish parasite is introduced, a first period is observed where members of the hypercycle, as well as the parasite, appear and disappear from the system without much order. For some time both parasite and hypercycle can coexist, but it ends in the parasite being expelled from the system and the spirals arise. Of course, mutations from regular sequences may jump to the parasite group, implying that the parasite has members almost all the time without being harmful for the system. These parasitic sequences typically are eradicated before they can evolve towards high replication rates. The spirals in this case are not as regular...
as those without parasite, nevertheless they are stable and can coexist with an invading parasite.

The case of the short-cut parasite is quite similar. The system is stable against this kind of parasite and only a few times the runs ended with the shorter cycle formed in this topology. In the majority of the simulations, however, the parasite was expelled from system after some time (Fig. 24 (a)). The reason for this increased resistance appears to lie in the genotype-phenotype map derived from the RNA folding algorithm. The fact that fitness depends on the secondary structure allows the hypercycle to evolve towards a stronger configuration while the parasite is left behind: from the fitness plot (Fig. 24 (b)) one can see how for some period the parasite evolves more or less the same way as the other members of the hypercycle. Nevertheless, every time the parasite is expelled from the system, it looses the fitness it could have won before, becoming a much weaker species. It is clear that stability of the hypercycle is due not only to the spatial configuration but also to the advantage of its members in an evolutionary way.
Figure 24: Evolution of the mean fitness of the individual classes (different colors). After a period of disorder, the parasite (orange curve in the upper part of the plot) is unable to re-invade the system. It dies out before it can reach sequences that are near-optimal parasites (distance 0 to target).

### 4.3.2 Population Structure

Diversity depends strongly on the initial conditions, in particular on the number of sequences first introduced to the system and the spatial diffusion rate. To make replicators evolve towards the targets, it is important to keep a high selectivity among them, this in turn can make it harder for the system to reach the desired organization. Starting with less than 100 sequences leads, almost in almost every case, to the death of all species or the survival of only one. If selection is lowered it is possible to start with one sequence but evolution towards the targets will be slower. In most cases, if the spatial diffusion is kept fixed, starting with 200 or 300 sequences allows the system to survive even with higher selection rates. In this case, diversity falls very quickly to almost zero and is maintained very low until the end of the simulation, see Fig. 25(a). This is due to the fact that only
a few sequences will be fit enough to survive at the beginning. After this first selection step, only mutations from the surviving species will produce variation. When the number of initial sequences is increased, there is a higher probability that good structures will be found, even with totally different sequences. Therefore, diversity is high at the beginning and is maintained by the system, oscillating depending on the number of species per group, Fig. 25(b). We believe that this is due to the interactions and catalyzed replications: selection on a single member becomes less important when its replication is improved by the others. Even a fast dying sequence can stay in the lattice because of its even faster catalyzed replication.

A quasispecies-like behavior is observed if diversity is low. The distribution of
the number of individuals with the same sequence is centered around a “master sequence” in each class of hypercycle-members; a large fraction of the populations consists of individuals that occur only in a single copy. These “explorers” of the sequence space are lost and replaced by others within a few generations, Fig. 26.

4.3.3 Drift and Diffusion in Sequence Space

The profile of the class \( k \) of the hypercycle at time \( t \) is defined as the \( 4 \times n \) vector \( \mathbf{p}^k(t) \) whose components are the frequencies of the 4 types of nucleotides at each of the \( n \) sequence positions [Stadler, 2002]. The overall movement of the population in sequence space can be quantified in terms of the correlation function

\[
g(\tau) = \frac{1}{T_2 - T_1 + 1} \sum_{t=T_1}^{T_2} \| \mathbf{p}(t + \tau) - \mathbf{p}(t) \|^2
\]

computed for suitable intervals of measurement \([T_1, T_2]\). The mobility of the population in sequence space is conveniently quantified in terms of the diffusion
constant $D$ which is defined as the slope of $g(\tau)$, i.e. as the slope of the linear approximation of $g(\tau)$.

As expected from simulations both of RNA based quasispecies [Huynen et al., 1996] and from a simple model of interacting molecular replicators [Stadler, 2002] we observe a linear dependence of the diffusion constant on the per-site mutation rate $p$, see Fig. 27b. We should expect that small differences in the diffusion constants of different sub-populations should exist since the diffusion constant should depend on the fraction $\nu$ of mutations that do not change the secondary structure. It is known that $\nu$ depends on the secondary structure in question [Huynen et al., 1996]. We have not been able to detect significant difference in the diffusion constants of individual sub-populations (data not shown) since the effects are small and would require much more extensive simulations in order to obtain sufficiently accurate estimates of $D$ for each species separately.
Diversity and diffusion in sequence space depend on the relative strength of spatial diffusion. As can be seen in Fig. 29(a), reducing the number of diffusion steps between two replication events leads to an increase of diversity. Very small values for this parameter, however, kills the system because molecules take too long to find the correspondent catalysts. A phase transition was found between the regimes of slow and fast spatial diffusion. For small numbers, the population breaks into several spirals, so that individual evolution of these subgroups is possible. Instead of having a single nucleus from where all the molecules arise, many replication basins are created in the center of each spiral. Figure 28 shows the pattern formation for two different values of the spacial diffusion. In figure 28 (a), many more spirals are formed than in fig 22 and figure 28 is an intermediate case. As a consequence of the independent evolution of subpopulations, the diversity of the entire population increases approximately linearly with time. The rate of this increase is used to distinguish the regimes of low and fast spatial diffusion. For slow enough rates, this slope vanishes. After a large number of generations, diversity finally saturates. A similar behavior is observed in diffusion. Since the population splits in many subpopulations when spatial diffusion rates are low, exploration of sequence space is increased. The face transition mentioned above can be seen also in Fig. 29(b).
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Figure 29: Change of diversity with time and diffusion in sequence space with changing spatial diffusion. Spatial diffusion is measured as the ratio of diffusion steps to replication events in the simulation. “D[ Diversity]/dt” is the slope of the linear approximation of individual diversity curves averaged over several species and simulations. For both Figures 600 sequences were introduced in a lattice of size $L \times L = 200 \times 200$ and the mutation rate was fixed to $p = 3.5 \times 10^{-4}$.

4.4 Hypercycle with RNACofold and the implications of low neutrality

In this model we use the same equations and procedures as in the previous one, being the only difference the way we define the interaction rates among molecules. For the exact form of the equations and reactions, please refer to the last section, eq. 4 and the corresponding text.

Coevolution at the molecular level is a predecessor regulating networks in living systems. In this approach we use the secondary structure of a molecule to define its self-replication rate, we combine two molecules to define the catalyzed replication rate, making the genotype-phenotype map depend on the interaction and not only on the single molecule.

It is known that environmental changes greatly influence the development of organisms from the genetic information into the phenotypic expression. In
our model we translate this characteristic into the interaction with neighboring molecules. Mutations in any of them may extremely change the behavior of the system by affecting the resulting phenotype of the pair, i.e. the cofolded structure of the concatenated sequence.

Each RNA sequence is interpreted as a self-replicator that also has the ability to catalyze the replication of other RNAs. Catalytic activities and replication rates are dependent on the inter-molecular complex formed by each pair of sequences. This complex is represented by the secondary structure formed by both sequences. Secondary structures of pairs of RNA molecules can be computed efficiently by means of a dynamic programming approach [Zuker & Sankoff, 1984] based on empirical parameters [Mathews et al., 1999]. We use the RNAcofold program from the Vienna RNA Package [Hofacker et al., 1994, Hofacker, 2003] for this purpose. The optimal reaction rates are realized by the “perfect” target set in Fig. 30. Our target set is a list of 8 secondary structures $T_1$ through $T_8$. The target structures $T_k$ were picked at random and were chosen in a way that it is possible to close a cycle if the right sequences are cofolded. Nevertheless, the targets should be regarded as a list of possible reactions, and not as a predefined hypercyclic system.

Again, we look for emergence of spatial patterns and the evolution of the population in sequence space.

For each sequence $x$ in the population $P$ we compute the complex formed with every other sequence $y$, $S(x, y)$, using the Vienna RNA Package [Hofacker et al., 1994]. Then we determine its structure distance $D(T_k, S(x, y))$ to the target shapes $T_k$. For simplicity we define $D(X, Y)$ as the number of base-
pairs that $\mathcal{X}$ and $\mathcal{Y}$ do not share. Finally, we assign $\mathcal{S}(x, y)$ to the target set member $h$ that minimizes the distance $D(T_k, \mathcal{S}(x, y))$ given that this distance is below a certain threshold $f$. This way, the catalytic activity between sequences $x$ and $y$ depends on the cofolded structure they form and so any mutation in any of the structures may change the relation they keep. Since the cofold algorithm used to predict these structures may be sensitive to the order of the sequences, we determine that the first sequence will act as catalyst and the second as the replicating molecule.

The replication-decay-catalysis process is simulated in the same way as the case described in the last section.

Mutations occur as errors during replication. As in Eigen’s quasispecies model [Eigen, 1971] we assume a uniform per-nucleotide rate $p$ of incorporating an erroneous letter. These point mutations of the parental sequence $x$ have a high probability of changing the secondary structure. Since these structural changes may be large [Schuster et al., 1994] we have significant probability that a mutant sequence will change its old relation to the other sequences by changing the cofolded structure.

The population $\mathcal{P}$ of replicators is spread out on a 2-dimensional grid with periodic boundary conditions, typically consisting of $150 \times 150$ cells. Each cell can be empty or occupied by a single RNA sequence. Diffusion is modeled using the Toffoli-Margolus scheme [Toffoli & Margolus, 1987]. We use two diffusion steps within each simulation time step. Simulations are initialized by randomly placing 1000 to 3000 sequences on the grid.

The sequence in an occupied cell dies with a rate proportional to the distance of the cofolded structure with itself. For every empty cell we compute the replication rates $\rho_z$ for all its neighboring cells, assuming that the replication of $z$ is catalyzed only by those neighbors that cofold with it to one of the predefined targets, Fig. 21 in the last section. According to the model presented in [Boerlijst & Hogeweg, 1991], we consider possible catalysts only in the direction of the replication. The sequence with the largest values of $\rho_z$ invades the empty cell. Cells for update are chosen randomly until every occupied cell is actualized.

Several variables are measured throughout the simulations: the number of interactions belonging to the class of the different targets, the diversity $\theta_k$ between individuals and number $Y_k$ of different sequences belonging to target class $k$. The
diversity is computed as proposed in [Stadler, 2002]
\[
\theta_k = \frac{1}{N_k(N_k - 1)} \sum_{x \neq y} d_H(x, y)
\]
(8)
where \(d_H(x, y)\) is the Hamming distance of the sequences \(x\) and \(y\). In [Stadler, 2002] it is shown that replicators with interactions tend to minimize diversity until they end in a quasispecies-like distribution. In order to study the behavior of the hypercycle under these conditions, we start with an equal number of sequences of each kind necessary to close the cycle defined by the target set. The color assigned to each sequence will remain the same after mutation, meaning that parasites will be part of the same population of the original sequence.

4.5 Results

4.5.1 Spatial Pattern Formation

As we said before we start the simulations with sequences folding exactly to the targets in the list. It is then clear that patterns will form in the lattice (Fig. 31) as those first shown in [Boerlijst & Hogeweg, 1991]. After the spirals are established, mutation is allowed. We study two main cases depending on the threshold \(f\): the case when \(f = 0\), which means that only exact hits to the targets are taken as good complexes, and when \(f = 20\) percent of the total length of the targets, giving the opportunity of some mismatches in the cofolded structures. In both cases the system is unstable and the spirals disappear very soon in the simulations.

4.5.2 Instability of the Hypercycle

The reason for the instability in the first case, is the low neutrality of the genotype-phenotype map derived from the cofolding of two sequences as pointed out in the second chapter of this work. Only a small fraction of mutants will conserve their old reactions (secondary structures) leading to a diminution of catalyzed reactions. As can be seen in figure 32 (a), the number of reactions corresponding to all targets drops to zero in a few hundred generations. Since the sequences in the model are supposed to self replicate, after catalyzed reactions are over, the species conserve their concentrations for some time, Fig. 32. It may
happen that new mutants react again by forming a complex in the target’s list or that old reacting species find each other in the lattice, Fig. 32 (a).

Figure 32: a) Drop of catalyzed reactions after the start of mutations at time 300. Color codes for reactions between different species. b) Concentrations stay constant after the end of catalyzed reactions.

In the second case, the system is invaded by short-cut parasites. The relaxed requirement to interact with other sequences, favors the catalysis not only of the usual species but also of others inside the hypercycle. Even when the rates
for these new interactions are usually lower than those existing before, the combination between the loss of the reactions belonging to the hypercycle and the appearance of the new ones, results in shorter cycles after some generations and finally to the survival of only one or two species.

In Fig. 33 we show the emergence of short-cut parasites 900 generations after mutation starts. The interaction matrix showed in the $x-y$ plane is built by counting the total number of interactions per generation. Each entry in the matrix represents the interactions for the corresponding column and row groups. In Fig. 33 (a) and (b) a 6-cycle can be seen. The $x$-axis codes for replicators catalyzed by the $y$-axis. A cycle can be followed by taking a non-zero entry and moving parallel to the $x$-axis until the diagonal is found. Then moving in the $y$ direction until a species is found and then again to the diagonal. By repeating this process, it is clear how a 6-cycle emerges when short-cut parasites invade the system. It is also clear that rows and columns for both species 1 and 2 are empty. After generation 1200 the cycle is established and reflected in the oscillatory behavior of the concentrations (Fig. 33 (a)).

Since the cycles are rapidly destroyed in the simulations, is it impossible to follow the evolution of the species in sequences space. Unfortunately, the instability of
the hypercycle against parasites in this case is not solved by placing the molecules in a two dimensional space.
5 CelloS

5.1 Intro from CelloS, about genphen maps

A non-trivial task in Artificial Life research is to devise genotype-phenotype maps, i.e., relations between genomic sequence information and the shape, structure, and behavior of the organism that is encoded by the genome. The difficulties stem from the complexity of even the simplest cells, which precludes a representation of an entire cell at the molecular level. On the other hand, at present there are no established "intermediate-level" theories that would provide consistent but simplified representations of cellular processes (energy metabolism, biomass production, cell division, sensory responses, intracellular transport, gene expression, etc.). One therefore has to resort either to simulations based on a large number of ad hoc assumptions, or to the construction of minimal models based on biophysical and biochemical principles.

The process of RNA folding, for example, can be viewed as a minimal model of a genotype-phenotype map. Here, the sequence of the RNA molecule acts as the genotype (the sequence information is actually heritable in in vitro selection (SELEX) experiments [Klug & Famulok, 1994]), while the (secondary) structure of the molecule is interpreted as the phenotype (SELEX experiments indeed often demonstrate a strong structure dependence of the selected nucleic acids). Detailed investigations of the RNA model lead to the development of important concepts, such as neutral networks percolating sequence space, the phenomenon of shape space covering, and the importance of accessibility for phenotypic evolution [Schuster et al., 1994, Fontana & Schuster, 1998]. The structure of the genotype-phenotype map determines the structure of the fitness landscape [Stadler, 1999] which in turn determines the dynamics of an evolving population. The high degree of neutrality of the RNA folding map, for example, explains punctuated equilibria in the absence of external events [Forst et al., 1995, Huynen et al., 1996], leads to a selection for robustness against mutations [van Nimwegen et al., 1999] and influences evolvability [Ebner et al., 2001b].

Concepts such as epistasis and phenotypic plasticity easily translates into this RNA folding metaphor [Fontana, 2002], however, important characteristics of the genotype-phenotype maps of biological organisms, do not have a counterpart in this framework:
While genotype and phenotype are embodied in the same physical entity in the RNA model, there is a rather strict separation between genomic information and functional molecules in all biological organisms. This allows an organism to exist in different internal states (that depend on its individual history) which may cope with environmental conditions in different ways. Regulatory networks are at the core of the mechanism by which cells individually adapt to changing conditions, see e.g. [François & Hakim, 2004, Deckard & Sauro, 2004]. The majority of the artificial gene regulation models used today [Banzhaf, 2003, Eggenberg, 1997, Geard & Wiles, 2003, Reil, 1999] are based on the well established “operon model” of gene expression [Jacob & Monod, 1961], which divides the genes into two classes: (i) the transcription factors capable of binding to the DNA thereby modulating the expression of downstream located genes; and, (ii) structural proteins which perform some functions different from the regulation of the gene expression. In the simplest case, regulatory networks arise when transcription factors also enhance or inhibit the expression of other transcription factors. (Note that such models still ignore crucial regulation mechanisms of real cells such as signal transduction networks and post-transcriptional gene silencing.)

The CelloS model described in this contribution combines a simple computational cell model, the extended Potts model (see [Merks & Glazier, 2005] and references therein), with an artificial genome and a minimal model of gene expression [Reil, 1999]. This combination allows us to study the coupling of the environmental dynamics to the cell internal dynamics of gene expression within the framework of an evolving cell population.

Our approach is motivated by the cell differentiation of the amoeba Naegleria gruberi, which is capable of changing cell shape, from a crawling amoeba to an asymmetric elongated cell, and of growing flagella when nutrients are scarce. It has been shown [Fulton & Walsh, 1980] that all proteins necessary for the differentiation are synthesized de novo, i.e., due to transcriptional regulation. The initiation of morphological changes require the synthesis of sufficient amounts of proteins, i.e., a significant investment. The transformation is temporal and the organism returns back to the amoeba state when nutrients are again available. N. gruberi divides in the amoeba state only, while the flagellate state is much more mobile and hence better suited to explore novel nutrient sources.
5.2 The model

The basic tool for our simulations is the Potts model with some extensions [Marée & Hogeweg, 2002] on a two dimensional lattice. A cell $C$ is a maximal connected subset of the lattice such that all lattice points in $C$ have the same type or “color” $u$. Lattice points belonging to a single cell are only distinguished between border and interior sites, i.e. cells are homogeneous. Cells interact with each other with strength $J_{uv}$ at neighboring lattice points depending on their types $u$ and $v$. This interaction is defined as the energy increase provoked by a neighboring cell. A special type 0 denotes empty lattice sites. Each cell is characterized by its energy

$$E_C = \sum_{i \in \partial C} \sum_{j \in N(i) \setminus C} J_{u_i,u_j} + \lambda (\text{vol}(C) - V)^2$$

(9)

where $\text{vol}(C)$ is the volume of the cell, i.e., its number of lattice points, $\partial C$ its boundary, $V$ is a user-defined target volume, $N(i)$ is the set of neighbors of $i$ and $\lambda$ is a compressibility parameter. The double sum runs over all lattice edges that point from the boundary (surface) of the cell $C$ to other cells or into the environment. The environment contains nutrient spots distributed randomly along the surface. These sources produce a concentration gradient described by $c_i$ at lattice point $i$. Diameter of the sources is variable, and only inside them cells are allowed to profit from the nutrients.

Cell motion is implemented by a simple Metropolis Monte Carlo step in which a cell attempts to modify its boundary at lattice point $i \in \partial C$ by changing the type of an adjacent site $i'$ to its own type, or by changing one of its boundary sites to 0. The transition probability is

$$\exp \left( -\frac{\Delta E_C + H_\theta}{T} \right) \quad \begin{array}{ll} i f & \Delta E_C < H_\theta \\
1 & i f & \Delta E_C \geq H_\theta \end{array}$$

(10)

where $H_\theta$ is the energy cost of deforming the cell’s boundary and $T$ a temperature-like parameter. In order for the cells to feel the gradient in the nutrient, the energy change is reevaluated as

$$\Delta E_C^* = \Delta E_C - \mu_0 (c_{i'} - c_i)$$

(11)

where $\mu_0$ describes the reactivity of the cell to changes in the nutrient concentration.
5.2 The model

The model TATA Box Coding Region

Regulatory Regions

Figure 34: Genome of the Cellos model. Markers are localized along the genome to define the start of a gene. The following 40 bases are taken as the “coding” region. The previous section is the regulatory region for the corresponding gene.

Note that cell motions are internally driven and hence consume energy rather than the result of molecular Brownian motion. Our cells have a finite life expectancy and require energy to stay alive. This is modeled by a “battery” that is used up when enzymes are synthesized or the cell moves. When the “battery” is empty, the cell dies and the corresponding lattice sites are reset to 0.

Each cell on the lattice contains an RNA sequence of length 1000 which represents its genome and contains the information necessary to decode the cell’s behavior. This genome can encode two types of effector molecules (corresponding of course to proteins in \( N. gruberi \), but modeled as RNAs here for computational convenience) and a simple regulation mechanism.

A short signal sequence (corresponding e.g. to the TATA box in real cells) marks the beginning of a “coding region” on the genomic sequence. We use the signal GC and define a gene to be the following 40 nucleotides (Fig. 34).

This subsequence is folded into its secondary structure using the \texttt{RNAfold} program of the \textit{Vienna RNA Package} [Hofacker, 2003]. The structure is then compared with two target shapes for the “motion effectors” and the “nutrient importers”, which are kept fixed throughout the simulation. The closer target shape determines the function of the gene, while the number of base pairing differences measures the gene’s efficiency (Fig. 35).

In the current implementation we keep the gene regulation network fixed. In order to implement the switching between the motion effectors and nutrient importers we use the simple negative feedback system shown in Fig. 36. The differential
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Figure 35: Target Shapes. Two classes of functionally different RNAs are distinguished by archetypic shapes: (a) motion effectors and (b) metabolic effectors that act as nutrient importers.

Figure 36: Gene Regulatory Network. The simple mutually repressing network. Products of each type of gene repress the translation of the other type.
equations for this scheme are:

\[
\frac{\partial G_A}{\partial t} = \gamma_A \cdot k \frac{1}{1 + G_B^3} - d \cdot G_A
\]

\[
\frac{\partial G_B}{\partial t} = \gamma_B \cdot k \frac{1}{1 + G_A^3} - d \cdot G_B
\]

where \(G_A\) and \(G_B\) are the concentrations of the two types of gene products, \(\gamma_A\) and \(\gamma_B\) are their efficiencies, and \(k\) and \(d\) fixed constants. A 4th order Runge-Kutta method is used to numerically integrate these differential equations.

Once the genome is decoded, the concentrations of the gene products are computed. The cell is then able to feed depending on the available nutrient in the environment provided it expresses nutrient importers, and to move if motion efforts are expressed. The battery level \(B\) is decreased depending on the gene products that are produced and it is recharged if the cell is in a food source:

\[
B' = B - c_0(G_A + G_B) + \phi_0 G_B
\]

The parameters \(c_0\) and \(\phi_0\) describe the ratio of nutrients obtained from the environment against the cost of producing the importers and motion effectors, respectively. The mobility of the cell depends on the concentration of expressed motion effectors which is reflected in a modified transition probability for changing the cells boundary by replacing the constant \(\mu_0\) with \(\mu_0 \cdot G_B\). Therefore, equation (11) reads as

\[
\Delta E_C^* = \Delta E_C - \mu_0 \cdot G_B (c_i - c_i')
\]

In order to link the internal state of the cell to the environment, we give an impulse to the concentration of nutrient importers every time the cell is touching a food spot. This is done by increasing the importers concentration by a fixed amount and then integrating the equations again. If the gene effectiveness are in the correct range, the equations will react to this impulse and concentrations will flip to the desired values, i.e. concentration of importers will surpass that of movement effectors and stabilize in that state. On the other hand, an impulse is given to the movement effectors whenever they are not touching a food source.

The products of metabolic genes play two different roles: first, they recharge the battery of the cell; and second, they increase the cell’s target volume. Both the battery and the target volume are increased by a fixed amount every timestep.

Once a cell has doubled its normal size, it divides by fission copying its genome to the new cell. This process is usually inaccurate, producing mutations in the new
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RNA string. In this model every replication implies one random point mutation in the genome. Even when this is the simplest way of mutating the genome (among others as deletion, gene duplication or insertion, for example), non-linearity and complexity arises from the characteristics of the genotype-phenotype map used. Genes may be destroyed or created whenever a marker (TATA box) is deleted or formed. At the same time, if the “coding” region of a gene is touched, the non-linearity of the folding map between sequence and secondary structure is reflected in the overall phenotype of the cell.

Food sources are depleted when cells feed from them. Once a source is empty, it is replaced by a new one in a randomly chosen spot of the lattice. This way, cells are forced to switch between the metabolic and movement states, reinforcing the selection of only those capable of doing so.

Individual cells with very similar genomes belong to the same species. The definition of species in our model is similar to that proposed by Kenneth and Risto in [Kenneth & Risto, 2002]. Each gene in the population has a unique historical number. Every time a mutation creates a new one or changes the type of an old gene, this global variable is increased and assigned to the new gene. In order to compare two genomes, we use a linear combination of the number of excess ($T$) and disjoint ($D$) genes, and the average efficiency difference between common genes ($W$). If the result of

$$\delta = \frac{c_1 T}{N} + \frac{c_2 D}{N} + c_3 \cdot W$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

is below a threshold value, the new cell is assigned to the same species as the old one. Whenever a new species is created, a genome is set to represent the whole species. Every time a new cell is born, its genes are compared to all species’ genomes and included in the first one for which the distance is below the threshold.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Population size

Throughout all of our simulations, some parameters are kept fixed: we use a lattice of 200 x 200 sites with periodic boundary conditions, $J_{x,0} = 11$ for the contact with an empty site, $J_{ab} = 37.5$ for the contact between different cell types,
and \( J_{aa} = 35 \) for the contact with a cell of the same species. Furthermore \( T = 3, H_0 = 0.8, \mu_0 = 5000, c_0 = 0.4, V = 30, \lambda = 5 \).

Figure 37 shows the evolution of the system for a typical simulation run. This images were created with three food sources available for the cells to eat. The location of these is not visible for clarity purposes, nevertheless, it can be implied from the accumulation of cells in certain places of the lattice.

Population size changes depending on the conditions. As cells feed from available nutrients, their volume increases and more duplication events occur. Since cells have a finite life span, population size cannot increase arbitrarily inside certain range of parameters. The relation between the life time and the increase of volume per generation is the factor regulating population size, together, of course, with number of food spots.

Figure 38 shows a run with only one food spot. In this case a single food source is moving around the lattice, maintaining the population size small and relatively constant. In cases with more than one source, cells may or may not feed from all of them. On the contrary, in order for the system to survive with this setting, cells must be feeding from this single spot all the time. This is why variation in the population size is smaller than in the previous case.

The population grows depending on the availability of nutrients. Every time a food source is depleted, cells must migrate to the next one. This periods are usually reflected in a diminution of the population and increase in the average number of movement genes in it. The second panel in Fig. 39 shows the energy of the sources and the change in the number of cells. Source energy staying at its maximum means that there are no cells feeding from it. This is clearly related with a decrease in the population size (Fig. 39).

### 5.3.2 Genome structure

We measure the impact of the external conditions in the genome by looking at the number of metabolic and movement genes, their efficiencies and the effectors expression inside and outside a food source.

The regulatory network we are using, imposes a well defined range in which gene efficiency must lay in order to obtain the necessary switch between states. In our simulations it is clear how these numbers are controlled by natural selection.
Figure 37: Snapshots of a run with three food sources. The evolution of the system is shown at timesteps: 135, 495, 6000, 12225, 15030 and 19800.
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Figure 38: Only one source in the lattice. One source with finite energy is placed in the lattice. Cells are able to feed only from this spot, thus making the population much smaller than in the previous case. Snaps are from generations: 120, 300, 525, 1050, 2250 and 7500.
Figure 39: Population and energy of the sources. The zoom in the bottom shows how population grows only when cells are feeding from the sources.
when the genome is mutating randomly. In Fig. 40 it can be seen how after a period of adjustment, the population falls in a regime where gene number and efficiency are inside a small interval for both kind of genes.

Since genome size is fixed all along the simulation, the total number of genes is nearly constant. Whenever a mutation occurs, it is easier to hit the “coding” region of a gene (length 40 nb), than the start-marker (2 nb), or than create a new starter. Therefore, mutations produce the change between gene types in most of the cases. This is the reason why graphs show very symmetric curves for gene number and gene efficiency (Fig. 40 or 43).

The right combination of gene efficiencies allows a switching in their products expression depending only in the presence or absence of food from the environment. The numerical integration of the equations show how this switching is possible when giving a strong enough impulse. This can be seen in Fig. 41.

Figure 42 shows the behavior for a single cell with the right number of genes. It can be seen how whenever there is food present, nutrient importers are expressed and movement effectors repressed.

In the special case when there is only one food spot of infinite life in the lattice, cells that are in the spot are thrown out of it by the newborns. Even when there is no need of traveling long distances, the fact that cells have to be constantly coming back into the source makes the presence of movement genes indispensable. At the same time, since food is easily available, there is no need to increase the efficiency of metabolic genes. Battery may be refilled slowly without killing the
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Figure 41: Concentrations of gene products. Numerical integration of the regulation network equations. The efficiency of metabolic genes is 70 and of movement genes 50. An impulse (of 10 arbitrary units) is given to the concentrations every 1200 timesteps.

Figure 42: Switching of gene products expression depending on the presence/absence of nutrients. Same parameters as in the previous figure.

cell since the time it spends outside the food source is usually very short. This can be seen in Fig. 43, where efficiencies and number of genes are inside a smaller range than in the case of several sources.

5.3.3 Phylogenetics

With our simple definition of species, the number of species depends directly on the volume increase per generation. Phylogenetic trees can be recorded based on the speciation events, see Fig. 44 for a characteristic example. The Darwinian evolution is dominated by one or a few species at any given point in time. The coexistence of distinct lineages over longer times is comparably rare. In some
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![Graph 1: Gene number and efficiency for one food spot.](image1)

Figure 43: Gene number and efficiency for one food spot.

![Graph 2: Phylogenetic tree for a run with three food spots.](image2)

Figure 44: Phylogenetic tree for a run with three food spots. Nodes in the tree represent the disappearance of a species, while saddles stand for the split of two of them. Time unit is 1000 simulation steps.

runs one of the initial species survives until the end of the run, failing to find any important improvement in phenotype via mutations. In the case where only one food spot is present, the coexistence of more than one species is very rare.

When more than one spot are available, the population may split for a while, until food sources disappear and put the species in direct competition for the same nutrient source. The survival of one species usually depends on the efficiency of the nutrient importers. Once species are capable of moving at enough speed, those who feed faster replicate better and therefore oversize the other species.
6 Conclusion and Outlook

6.1 Different levels of gen-phen maps

From the molecular evolution/coevolution to the regulatory networks in higher order organisms. Find implications from the characteristics of the first models in cellos.

6.2 Evolution in these levels

-A chaotic state cannot remember the past: that’s exactly what happened with the first cofold model.

-In order to bring these systems to the critical state, parameters must be carefully tuned, being the successful attempts the least between all possibilities. How to get a system that self-tunes its parameters? Is it possible to make a so autonomous model to simulate in computers?

6.3 Problems with cofold, low neutrality, coevolution

The importance of interactions among species is remarked by Bak in [Bak, 1996] saying that: “In the absence of interaction between species, evolution would come to an abrupt halt, or never get started in the first place”. Kauffman also makes the point with the concept of “interacting dancing fitness landscapes” [Kauffman, 1993] referring to interacting/coevolving species. Further studies of Kauffman in this direction showed that a highly interconnected system falls easily in a chaotic state, where species do not have the time to reach fitness peaks before the landscape changes again. There is no real evolution in this case since any improvement is lost before optimization is permitted.

So in the conclusion we should say something about:

One good reason for all models, specially cofold in both implementations. - Further advances in CelloS in this direction.
6.4 Discussion from molecular evolution

- The fitness of a species depend not only on its genetic code (and regulation of products depending on external conditions) but also in the genetic code of the species coevolving with it. As we said in cofold models, coevolution of interacting species diminish neutrality and makes the system collapse in most of the cases. Why is it so difficult to implement such models if it seems to be the way it works in nature? What is it so different from actual systems?

When perfect catalysts exist on the system, the fitness landscape of its catalyzed species changes, taking them to zones where their own phenotype is not crucial anymore but only the interactions with the catalyst. At the same time, reducing the pressure over these species, may reduce also their catalytic activity, thus forcing the next species in the cycle to improve their self-replication rates. This is a clear example of how changing fitness landscapes influence the behavior of co-evolving species.

In presence of Epistasis, the variability of one trait depends on more than one gene, thus making it more difficult to change the expression of the given trait [Wagner & Altenberg, 1996]. When using the cofold map, a “combined” genome is created, which implies a cooperation between genomes to create a unique phenotype. It is then more difficult to change the resulting structure when mutating only one string at a time. In the case of only two molecules interacting, the problem comes down to the study of neutrality of the cofold map, nevertheless, in the case of multiple interactions, as could be in the hypercycle case, it is also the influence of other genomes which defines the degree of evolvability of a species.

The rate by which fitter adaptations are produced depends on the genetic mutation rate and the correlation with their possibility of generating fitter offspring. In cofold this is reduced to interactions. Variation of one sequences may not result in an improvement because of the relation with the coevolving species. i.e. the cofolding genotype-phenotype map.

All these approaches are different formal ways of capturing the same intuitive notion of a (statistically) “smooth” fitness landscape: it is easy to evolve by natural selection if better genotypes are found in the mutational “neighborhood” of the good genotypes. Another way of expressing this result is that adaptations are possible if improvement can be achieved in a cumulative or stepwise fashion.
6.5 Concluding remarks from Hyper chapter

6.5.1 From Fold

We have simulated here a simple hypercyclic network that incorporates strong interactions between species and hence a complicated population dynamics, spatial organization, and an explicit representation in sequence space. Our first main conclusion is that the behavior of such an integrated computer simulation is consistent with earlier findings on both the population dynamics (such as the existence of limit cycles) of hypercycles and on the effects of considering a spatially extended system (such as the formation of spiral waves and resistance against various types of parasites). The resistance of the system against shortcut parasites in addition to “dead-end” parasites is a very important result since it shows that spatially extended hypercycles are indeed evolutionarily very stable systems as long as the fitness (i.e. replication rates) depend only in single molecules and not in the interactions among them. This is in sharp contrast to hypercycles in homogeneous solution [Eigen & Schuster, 1979, Bresch et al., 1980, Stadler & Happel, 1993, Stadler & Schuster, 1996].

Furthermore, we demonstrate here a mode of sequence evolution that is dominated by drift and hence can be described in terms of Kimura’s Neutral theory [Kimura, 1955, Kimura, 1983]. This does not mean, of course, that selection does not play a role: the exclusion of parasites, the internal dynamics of the population, as well as the sequence-evolution in the initial phase of the simulation are clearly dominated by selection.

Changing any of the initial conditions, parameters, target structures, or just the random numbers used to model the mutation events, of course leads to very different sequences. Nevertheless, the main characteristics of the system are robust and differ only in small details from one set of conditions to the other. We therefore conclude that the ability of such an RNA based system to evolve towards a robust spatially extended organization with diffusion in sequence space is intrinsic to autocatalytic self-replicating molecules as soon as the sequence-structure relationship is dominated by extensive neutral networks, as is the case for RNA.
6.5.2 From Cofold

It is clear from the results obtained in these simulations, that the hypercycle with the genotype-phenotype we chose is not stable against any kind of parasites. Interactions among molecules depend directly on the base pairing of the sequences, being this the reason why we use the analogy with the cofold algorithm to find the catalysis rates. The most important point to distinguish between the single fold model and the cofold one, refers to the question of whether the interaction between RNA strings occur before or after these fold into their secondary structures, or, if they combine both processes and create a secondary structure that is not the combination of the two single structures, nor the cofolded structure as found by the RNA Package algorithm.

In this sense, research about kinetic properties of the folding map are being studied [Wolfinger et al., 2004], which will be of great help to decide which of the maps is closer to the actual interaction among RNA molecules.

One of the properties of the maps at the very core of these models is the neutrality they present. In the first map, where fitness depend in the folding of a single molecule, the population is able to diffuse in sequence space and optimize until almost reaching the targets. Throughout this process, the hypercycle is maintained, due to the neutrality of the map and the spacial patterns formed.

On the other hand, the cofold model is unstable against parasites because of its very low neutrality but also because of the freedom given to the molecules to interact between all of them even when they do not match exactly with the target shapes. If no flexibility is given to the structures to be close to but not exactly the target shapes, the low neutrality finishes with all the catalyzed reactions. At the same time, if more couples are taken to react given that their cofolded structures are close to the targets, then short-cut parasites are all the time being produced by the system being this much worse than the case where the parasites come from the outside. If this line of thinking is followed, then not even a membrane around the hypercycle will be enough to protect the system against parasites.

Even taking into account the very simple setting of these simulations, it has to be pointed out that neutrality is important not only to stimulate and allow the search of the genotype space, but also to maintain systems which evolve in changing environments. Neutrality in living organisms is produce by many
features along the process of decoding the genotype into the final phenotype, and also in the reactions of the organisms to changes in the environment.

6.6 Discussion from cellos

Relate the results from this model to what ever we said before about the geno-pheno map. May be something about the neutrality brought by the network, or the changing environment and so the fitness landscape and so on. Fitter species (in the sense of fast replicators) may be too slow to move when the conditions force them, therefore, changes in the fitness landscape do have an impact in the behavior of individual species as well as in the overall system, e.g. when mass extinction occurs and the lattice is emptied....

6.7 future work in cellos

In this first (and very simple) implementation of the model, we observe the response of the genome to variable environmental conditions. After an initial phase of selection the number of genes stays approximately constant. The cells can then use their gene regulation network to cope with environmental changes. Population dynamics also reflect the presence or absence of nutrients, together with an increase of the number and/or the efficiency of movement genes. We found that, at least in our simple environment, it is not important to have a large number of genes, but to have the right amount of them depending on the environmental inputs and the regulatory network modifying their products’ expression.

Since the mechanism of the regulation of gene expression in the current implementation of the CelloS model can itself not be a target of evolution, we plan to add transcription factors as a third class of gene products to the artificial genome. This will allow the cells to find innovative regulatory strategies based on post transcriptional interaction. A fruitful route will then be to study the mixing of regulatory strategies under sexual reproduction of the cells.

Currently Cellos implements only point mutation to evolve sequences. Adding more sophisticated operations like gene duplication or horizontal gene transfer, turns Cellos into a tool for generating test data for phylogenetic reconstruction methods. Comparing the simulated evolutionary scenario with the reconstructed
one will allow to evaluate the performance of such methods.

Extending the set of mutation operators from point mutation to gene duplication and horizontal gene transfer, turns Cellos into a tool for generating test data for phylogenetic reconstruction methods. Comparing the simulated evolutionary scenario with the reconstructed one will allow to evaluate the performance of such methods.

The environmental dynamics can also be improved by switching to an artificial chemistry like the Toy Chemistry Model [Benkö et al., 2003]. This forces for an additional decoding layer in the internal structure of the cells, which links our representation of the nutrient importers to organic molecules in the environment. Improvements of the Cellos model along these lines are under way.
7 Apendix: CelloS Movies
Figure 45: Snapshots of a run with three food sources. The evolution of the system is shown at timesteps: 0-32.
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